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As a result of St. Augustine's view that Mark is an abbreviation
of Matthew, the Gospel of Mark drew far less attention from
scholars than Matthew and Luke - Acts. The first commentary on
Mark, that of Victor of Antioch, only dates from the fifth
century A.D. (Martin 1975 178) . It was only in the 19th
-century that· the-spotlight fell on Mark '-againwhen' C.- Lac-hmann - -.- - -.
in 1835 proposed that Mark was the first Gospel. Weisse expanded
this view in 1835 by his hypothesis that, in addition to Mark,
Matthew and Luke made use of a collection of sayings of Jesus
which would later become known as Q. After the formulation of
this, the so-called two-source hypothesis of H. J. Boltzmann
(1863) and its expansion to the four-source hypothesis by
B.H. Streeter in 1924, scholars turned their focus on Mark. It
is especially in the twentieth century that Mark features as a
prime topic for research (Vorster 1983).
Donahue (1983 : 1) states:
"Since W. Marxsen's seminal essays in 1956 virtually every
aspect of Mark's theology and the context of his theology
have been examined. This examination has proceeded in
definite stages with Christology and Eschatology occupying
the front stage. In the recent years, however, the
emphasis has shifted to the question of disciples and
discipleship".
According to this statement of Donahue, it is evident that
research on the question of the role of the disciples and the
teachings of Mark on discipleship, is much needed. The research
for this study focuses as the title indicates on a
theoretically-founded analysis of Mark 8 : 22 - 10 : 52.
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The primary aim of this dissertation is to explicate the
significance of the passion predictions (8 31; 9 : 31 ; 10 :
33-34) in terms of their correlation with the call to
discipleship (8 34f; 9 ; 35 ; 10 ; 38f). The "call to
discipleship" correlates with the passion sayings and will
firstly be explicated ln terms of the procedures of a
theoretically-founded exegesis. Secondly, the passion sayings
in 8 31; 9 31 and 10 : 33-34 are discussed against the
background of the significance of the "suffering righteous"
one/servant (see Ps 3,5,6,7,109,110,118 amongst others) on which
Jesus possibly patterned his public ministry. This is discussed
in chapter four. Thirdly, an analysis of the so-called "false
christology" will be discussed in its relation to discipleship.
The conception that Jesus acted as a theios aner, the miracle
worker, will also be discussed. A literary descriptive analysis
of the "true christology" vis a vis a "false christology" is
superimposed on the structure of the teachings in Mk 8:22-10:52.
Lastly, I intend to contextualize the divine vin~ication of the
suffering righteous one/servant as a timeless sign of hope for
all those living subject to tr~als and suffering. In the final
instance, the significance of this thesis will be discussed in
terms of current issues in Liberation Theology and Black
Theology.
1.1 Review of Relevant Literature
Willi Marxsen (1956) was the first redaction critic who attempted
to explain the redaction of the historical material behind the
Gospel of Mark. He stated that Mark must be examined as a whole,
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"within the context of Mark's point of view as gleaned from his
scenic framework and programme" (Boyce et al~ 1969) Marxsen
was. the first to explicate Mark in terms of "redaction
criticism". In form criticism the approach is to identify and
explain individual fragments of tradition. While in redaction
criticism Marxsen pointed out that tradition had to be laid down
within the totality of the Gospel.
Marxsen's studies did have a number of flaws viz. that his
findings were based on assumptions. Nevertheless, the focus of
Markan redaction critical study centered on the evangelist's
understanding of the role of Jesus, christology and eschatology
and comprises a major contribution to New Testament Scholarship.
Recent redactionsgeschichtliche research in the second Gospel
focuses on the question of discipleship. The explication of the
role of discipleship in Mark is problematic because of the great
variety of interpretations which exists. Some of these
interpretations contradict each other. Redaction critics of the
Gospel of Mark have produced exegetical outcomes that scatter in
different direction's rather than "cohere and coalesce" (Black
1989) .
Black states that research done on Markan-discipleship can be
categorized into three groups, firstly "in terms of a general
positive understanding of Mark's attitude towards history,
tradition and the role of Jesus' disciples ll (Black 1989 : 41).
Rudolf Pesch (1973) argued that a pre-Markan passion narrative
in Mark 8 : 27-30 is essential for the historicity of Peter's
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confession behind the pre-Markan Vorlage. J. Ernst (1981) also
perceives some of the contours of the historical Peter. Pesch
and Ernst arrive at the conclusion that the redactional critical
approach does not preclude the assumption of the Gospel's
association with early Christian tradition or historical fact.
This approach does not, in the final instance, give a positive
assessment .of the role of the disciples in Mark.
Gunter Schmahl (1974) and Klemens Stock (1975) argue that Mark
depicts the twelve as carrying out and extending within the post
- Easter community, Jesus' ministry of word and deed. Stock's
research in this field saw the twelve as occupying an important
place in the Gospel. They, i.e. the Twelve, are the
eyewitnesses, associates and representatives of Jesus. T:hey
become the foundation for and the authentication of the truth of
the Gospel.
R.P. Meye (1968) argues that the historical and traditional
reliability of Mark's Gospel serve as a basis to accept the
Gospel's commendation of Jesus' disciples. Meye regards the
Twelve as being beneficiaries of Jesus' commission. Through
Jesus ' selective appointment and his private and 'persistent
instruction they are prepared to assist him in his task. The
disciples remain with Jesus to the end. They are obedient to his
work and do not question his predictions about suffering (8 : 31
; 9 : 31 ; 10 33-34) The disciples play an important role in
the church. They function as important guarantors and
authoritative mediators of the Gospel. Meye's conclusion
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comprises a positive depiction of the disciples.
In the above paragraphs I have discussed scholars who perceived
discipleship in terms of a general positive understanding of
Mark's attitude towards history, tradition and the role of Jesus'
disciples. Again, according to Black (1989 50) there are
scholars "who propound a positive but significantly qualified
attitude of the evangelist towards history, tradition and the
role of Jesus' disciples". The research done by these scholars
according to Black (1989) is categorized into the second group.
WaIter Schmithals (1972) speculates that Mark has creatively
combined the Messianic 'Life of Jesus' with a sayings tradition.
This presented a non-messianic portrayal of Jesus' ministry and
death as a martyred prophet of God. Jean Delorme (1974) stressed
that the Twelve were presented as sensitive to the
responsibilities and hardships of Christian Missionaries of the
author's (i. e. the evangelist of St. Mark's Gospel) own time.
Eta Linnemann (1966) argued that the author of the Gospel used
the story of Peter's denial of Jesus (14 54; 66-7i)
creatively.
traditional
The author uses these threads creatively in the
narrative of Jesus' prediction of the disciples
desertion (14 : 27-31)
There are a number of scholars whose research may be categorized
into the second group. Since, space does not allow one to give
an indepth overview of all the scholars whose work fall into this
category, I will mention a few of the scholars' research which
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may be categorized into a third group. The scholars in this
group incorporates both a negative and a positive interpretation
of the disciples. The scholars perceive a loose relationship
between the evangelist and his source material.
F.G. Lang (1977) understands the Gospel as being either
atemporally or ahistorically. He postulates that the traditions
used by the evangelist are utilized very loosely. This results
in a correspondently loosely fitted Gospel, i.e. between Mark's
story of Jesus and the historical facts about Jesus. He also
views the Gospel as an ancient drama in five acts. Karl-Georg
Reploh (1969) held the same viewpoint as Lang. Perrin (1976) and
Kelber (1976) also belong to this third category. Although these
scholars may interpret tradition and history differently, they
do, however, have a high regard for the disciples.
Apart from the contradictions that appear in the findings of the
research conducted, one can state that research in the
Redactionsgeschichtliche frame of reference has increased.
Scholars representing a wide variety of methodological procedures
have contributed to the field of research into which this
dissertation ventures. Redaction critical studies of W. Marxsen
(1956) , R.P. Martin (1972) , E. Trocme (1973) , amongst others,
has significantly contributed to the understanding of the author
of the Gospel of Mark as a redactor, author and narrator in his
own right. Redactional analysis fails to give an adequate
description of the semantic relevance of redactional elements in
the Gospel of Mark. The significance of the Marcan redaction is
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limited to a descriptive analysis of the relevance of the three
passion predictions (8 : 31 ; 9 : 31 ; 10 : 33) in the narrative
of Mk 8 : 22-10 : 52 as a unit. This dissertation exposes the
text to literary universals in order to exceed the limitations
of historical critical methods.
The following scholars recently drew attention to the
significance of Mk 8 : 22 - 10 : 52 and its relevance for the
subject of discipleship in New Testament ethics P.J.
Achtemeier, "'And he followed Him', Miracles and Discipleship in
Mark 10 46-52" (1978), H. Fleddermann "The Discipleship
discourse (Mk9 33-50)" (1981), M.P. Green "The meaning of
cross bearing (8 34)"(1983), G.S. Johnson, "Mark 10 : 46-52.
Blind Bartimaeus" (1978), D. Malone "Riches and Discipleship
(Mark 10 : 23-31)" (1979) and S. Freyne "At Cross Purposes
Jesus and Disciples in Mark" (1982).
In this dissertation, a descriptive analysis will be given of a
possible misunderstanding of Jesus' Messianic vocation on the
part of the disciples. Even at this late stage of Jesus' public
ministry, the disciples considered Jesus to be a Jewish national
hero (see Peter's rebuke in 8 : 32). In the final trial scene
(15 : 13), Jesus was charged with conspiracy against the Roman
Empire and consequently executed on a Roman cross. This
interpretation frequently occurs in Latin American Theology of
Revolution, Liberation Theology and in some quarters of Black
Theology. It is often found in the Marxist interpretations of
the Gospels.
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Although I will return to the contextual aspects of discipleship
in the last chapter, I give a preview of a few prominent ideas
in Liberation Theology and Black Theology. In the discussion of
Liberation Theology the aspects which will be discussed very
briefly are the ideas of suffering.
1.2. Liberation Theology
FERM (1978 : 1) states that there are two major components of
Liberation Theology:
1. "it stresses liberation from all forms of human
oppression: social, economic, political, racial,
sexual, environmental, religious.
2. Liberation theology insists that theology must truly
be indigenous."
Liberation theology emerges from the lives of the poor and the
oppressed. Significant figures who were responsible for the
breakthrough in Liberation Tliteology were Gustavo Gutierrez (1959)
and Juan Luis Segundo (1955). These two men have made important
contributions to the conscientising and actual liberation of "the
poor".
They not only fought for the needs of "the poor" but also




Gutierrez and Segundo believe in the freedom of their people,
i. e. from oppressive and exploitive systems, structures and
Their emphasis on involvement runs parallel to the
emphasis on the involvement required of disciples. My discussion
based on these two men as just two representatives of Liberation
Theology will show that the historically contingent message they
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have is indeed congruent to th~ demands of true discipleship.
Gutierrez (1973) was unhappy about his formal theological
training because it was conducted as an intellectual discipline
rather than directed at the actual real-life needs, exploitation
and bad living conditions of the poor. As a priest working in
an impoverished community, he felt that Christianity has no
effect unless it comes to grips with the oppression and the
violence the poor are suffering. He believed that liberation is
the freeing of the oppressed from their in-human living
conditions. Ferm (1987 : 19) states that Gutierrez uses the term
"liberation" in three senses:
"First, liberation means freedom from oppressive economic,
social and political conditions. Secondly, liberation
means that human beings take over control of their. own
historical destiny. Thirdly, liberation includes
emancipation from sin and the acceptance of new life in
Christ."
Gutierrez(1983:128) believes a christian should show preference
to the poor, just as Jesus did and that one has to be rich in a
spiritual way in order to overcome the material limitations one
encounters. He also believes that a capitalist system is
responsible for the rich getting richer and the poor getting
poorer.
Liberation has to begin within the social system and it has to
begin with the poor themselves. Despite the social system, the
most important part of liberation is the overcoming of sin and
the acceptance of a new life in Christ (Gutierrez 1983: 130) .
In the book of Exodus, God liberated his people from the hands
of the Egyptians. The liberation of the children of Israel from
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Egypt is crucial to Liberation. Theology. Liberation Theology
portrays God as the God who acknowledges the sufferings of his
people. Thus, he sets them free. As this liberation entailed a
political, geographical and socio-economic liberation, it is
definit~ly a fallacy to limit God's salvation and especially as
it is displayed in Christ, to just a spiritual plain. Salvation
through the life, teachings and death of Christ, encloses the
totality of human life. The liberation that was brought about
by Christ is aimed at liberating people and the society at large
from all evil and oppressive forces in order to bring it under
subjection to the rule of God.
To conclude, Gutierrez (1983 :90) says that "the poor have the
right to think" and at times he tries to listen to and answer to
the cries of the poor and powerless.
Juan Luis Segundo is the author of a number of American books on
Liberation Theology (The Community called Church (1973), Faith
and Ideologies (1984), Our idea of God (1974), The Liberation
Theology (1976), The Sacraments Today (1974), etc.). In his
writings he points out the political flaws of European political
theology. The most important political flaw is that they fail
to give credit to human beings who can make decisions and shape
their own future. Segundo (1973:98), like Gutierrez, reflected
on the importance and content of theology for the ordinary
believer. Segundo (as his above mentioned writings depicts)
directs his work more towards "specific religious concepts -
church, sacraments and concepts of God - and how these concepts
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need to be redefined as authentic :r;eflections of grass-root
communities.
Segundo regards the hermeneutical circle as important ingredient
to any interpretative procedure.
Segundo (1975 : 8) defines the hermeneutic circle as:
" ... the continuing change in our interpretation of the
Bible which is dictated by the continuing changes in our
present day ~~ reality, both 1ndividuaT---and -soC-leTal .. -:~The-~------~
circular nature of this interpretation stems from the fact
that each new reality obliges us to interpret the word of
God afresh to change reality accordingly,and then to go
back and reinterpret the word of God again ,and so on.
'Hermeneutic' means 'having to do with interpretation".
By making use of the hermeneutic circle he states that
interpretation of Scripture can never be stereotyped. Different
generations will interpret Scripture according to their needs and
situations in which they are placed in. For him, theology must
become "a revolutionary activity bent on the transformation of
the social order" (Segundo: 1976) in each contingent situation.
The discussions on the "hermeneutic circle" do have some flaws
in that interpretation and meaning occurs only within the circle.
Interpretation should however, not be limited to one
dimensional consciousness. Interpretation should not be continued
only in terms of the "hermeneutic circle". The dynamics of
ongoing theological discussions open to all the perspectives on
the multi-perspectival interpretation possibilities. Perphaps
"hermeneutics spiral" would be a more appropriate term to use
rather than one dimensional consciousness i. e. "hermeneutic
circle" . In "hermeneutic spiral" there may be an overlapping of
events and situations but interpretation and meaning would not
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be based on a one dimensional consciousness.
Segundo does not politisize Jesus as a radical revolutionary.
He states that faith cannot be without ideology and· ideology
without faith is empty (Segundo: 1976) He also admits that
christians, wherever they live, cannot avoid political
ideologies.
To conclude these broad lines on the contributions of Segundo and
Gutierrez to Liberation Theology one can say that these men
operated within a descriptive framework of discipleship. They
did not only see to their own comfort and needs but they
especially concentrated on the significance of the gospel in a
broken reality - that of the oppression and exploitation of ,the
poor and powerless. They lived in an oppressive society
themselves and taught Christ to the poor in a practical manner.
Thus, to generalize Liberation Theology, one can state that
Liberation Theology deals with the reality of misery caused by
poverty. In Liberation Theology one can ask the question - "How
does one present Christ to the rich and to the poor of the same
society?
One can state that the concerns of Liberation Theology is that
the church becomes actively involved in the assistance and
liberation of the poor. Christ must be presented in a practical
way. Salvation is not only a dream but rather a reality. In
Liberation Theology, the commandment, "love thy neighbour"
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realises itself in practical. gestures of assistance. The
practice of faith cannot be severed from real and practical
expressions of love.
This concludes my very broad overview of Liberation Theology.
The Liberation Theology referrer to above is situated in the
context of Latin American liberation. Liberation Theology
incorporates Black Theology into its· discussions. - In what· .
follows, I will discuss the significance of Black Theology, and
especially as it reflects on the South African context.
1.3. Black Theology
In the previous section (i. e . 1.2) I have referred to two
scholars who have contributed both practically and theoretically
in this field. In Black Theology, however, it is not possible
to limit my discussion to only a few key figures. Therefore, my,
discussion of Black Theology will be more general.
Black Theology can be regarded as a liberating praxis of
Liberation Theology iniated by christian commitment in poor
communities.The difference between the two theologies basically
centres on the fact that Liberation Theology deals with the
liberation of the poor and that theology must be universal.
Black Theology, especially in the South African context can be
distinguished from "American Black Theology" and "African Black
Theology". American Black Theology places emphasis on class
struggle (Ferm 1986 : 59). South African Black Theology on the
other hand, places emphasis on racism and apartheid.
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Boesak (1977 : 13) defines Black Theology as:
" .. . situational theology. It is the Black peoples' attempt
to come to terms theologically with their black situat~on.
It seeks to interpret the Gospel in such a way that the
situation of Blacks will begin to make sense. It seeks to
take seriously the biblical emphasis on the wholeness of
life, which has always had its counterpart in the African
heritage, trying to transform the departmentalized theology
Blacks have inherited from the western world into a
biblical holistic theology. It is part of the Black
struggle towards liberation from religious; economic,
psychological and cultural dependency".
Boesak (1977 : 15) further states that:
" ... the term Black Theology dates from 1966 when the
committee on Theological Perspectives of the NCBC in the
USA wrote:
"Black Theology is a theology of Black liberation. It
seeks to plumb the Black condition in the light of God's
revelation in Jesus Christ, so that the Black community can
see that the Gospel is commensurate with the achievement of
Black humanity. Black theology is a theology of
"blackness". It is the affirmation of Black humanity that
emancipates Black people from White racism, thus providing
authentic freedom for both White and Black people. ' It
affirms the humanity of White people in that it says "No"
to the encroachment of White oppression."
Being Black in South Africa means that you are "non-human (Boesak
1977), a deviation from the norm of whiteness (Gqubule 1974) and
the one who experiences the pains of being oppressed. A Black
man has to be content with his salary which is lower than his
White colleague although he does the same job. This is just one
example of the many situations in which a Black person is
subjected to because of the unjust administration called
'apartheid'. Gqubule (1974) states that "apartheid" can never
be sensible, no matter how you try to explain it.
Boesak (1979 : 266) states that Black consciousness develops when
we stop and ask the question "why"? It is only through
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questioning ourselves that we discover we have lived through a
theological tradition that,
" .. . although it was our own, was really never our own. It
has always been controlled by people who also control the
political parties, the economic and social situation of our
very lives. In South Africa we have a particular situation
that we call "apartheid". Apartheid is not only a
political system, it is not only an economic and social
system. It is also a theological reality. Perhaps the
distinction of colour is stressed but just the same
"apartheid" is a religion just as all forms of racism
becomes religious".
Racism is a problem in South Africa . The Black race does not
only experience exploitation and physical oppression but also
psychological oppression. The White assault on Black culture,
religion and history has led to the creation of a : "creature with
a hollow mind that could accept the authority of the White
oppressor together with his system of values" (Mofol<-eng
1983:11) .Almost all Black theologians speak of the self-hatred
which White racism has caused in the minds of Black people today.
This land South Africa , the land of their birth was never really
their own ever since the colonialism of South Africa. This has
resulted in generations of humiliation whereby Black people have
accepted their own inferior status. Tutu (1979:484) states the
following:
The worst crime that can be laid at the door of the
White man (who , must· be said, has done many a
worthwhile and praiseworthy thing for which we are
always thankful) is not our economic, social and
political exploitation, however reprehensible that
might be; no, it is that his policy succeeded in
filling most of us with self-disgust and self-hatred.
This has been the most violent form of colonialism. . ,
our splrltual enslavement when we have suffered from
what can only be called a religious or spiritual
schizophrenia".
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Black Theology apart from liberating its fellow brothers from
this unjust system of "apartheid" believes and confesses that
"Jesus Christ is the Black Messiah" (James Cone 1979).
Albert Cleage (1969) believed that Jesus was literally born to
a Black woman in the Black nation of Israel. The colour of Jesus
is irrelevant but this "does not mean that he was White as well".
(James Cone 1979) Boesak (1977) states that the importance of
the concept of the Black Messiah is that it expresses the
concreteness of "Christ's continued presence today". Jesus came
and lived in this world as the oppressed one who took upon
himself all the suffering and humiliation of all oppressed
people.
Gqubule (1974 : 18) writes that:
"Black Theology is not an attempt to localize Christ in the
Black situation, but to make Him so universal that the Red
Indian, the pigmy, the Maori, the Russian, the Hungarian,
the Venda and the American may each say:
This man Jesus is bone of my bone; he speaks in my own
accent of things that are true to me."
Gqubule also mentions that just as a white artist would portray
Christ, likewise the Black artist would portray Christ as a Black
because of his understanding of the incarnation of Christ.
This section of Black Theology is only but an introduction which
serves as broad sketch of the context in which this dissertation
is written. Thus, I have to limit my discussion to a few very
broad perspectives. To conclude, I can say that those who are
victims of apartheid most certainly live a life of suffering.
It is only through the ever merciful grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ that we can in our own situations be true disciples of
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him. Apartheid separates us not only on a political,
racial,environmental, economic and social basis but even more
important is the fact that apartheid creates a rift between
believers confessing the same Christ. We .have to become
reconciled one with the other, irrespective of creed, colour or
kind so that the Kingdom of God can be proclaimed in terms of the
realities we have to face daily.
The development of the argument underlying this dissertation will
commence on the basis and against the background of aspects which
has been mentioned in this chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO
2. INTRODUCTION TO THEORETICALLY-FOUNDED EXEGESIS
This chapter explains the methodology which will be used in this
dissertation. However, I must stress that the explanation given
here is derived from the research of Maartens: "The cola
structure of Matthew 6" (1977) , "An Introduction to
Theoretically-Founded Exegesis" (1980) and "The Son of man as
a composite metaphor in Mark 14 62" (1986) The basis of his
research in 1977b is founded on the idea of "Foregrounding 11 in
the Theory of Literature. This was developed further in 1980.
In 1980, his research explicated Mark 2: 18 - 22 in terms of
Linguistic and Literary Theory. In this discussion, Foregrounding
as extra-patterning is further elaborated viz. that of
parallelism which is then used as the basis of interpretation
against the historical background of the Jewish cult. In this
article the recognition and analysis of metaphorical language of
Mark 2 : 18 - 22 was also discussed. In 1~86 there was a further
development on the research of metaphorical language. The
metaphoric term "Son of man"in Mark 14: 62 was identified an_d
interpreted. This is a brief discussion on the research done by
him which serves as the frame of reference for the theoretical
discussion in this chapter.
2.1 Definition
'Theoretically-founded exegesis is an explication of the language
structure of a given text against its socio-cultural and
historical background in order to give the reader a better
understanding of the text' (Maartens 1980 : iii).
2J.
Exegesis originates from the Greek language and it means 'to
interpret' . Deist (1980 1) states that exegesis is the
scientific term for the 'process by which one understands a text
and by which one is able to tell what one has understood' .
2.1.1. Theoretically-founded Exegesis
'Theoretically-founded' refers to a definite theoretical
framework within which the process of explanation or
interpretation of the text is controlled and motivated. With the
use of such a methodology, one is able to substantiate one's
arguments based on the evidence in the text. By making use of
a theory, the results of theoretically-founded exegesis is
testable within the framework. It goes without saying that
incompatible results prove that the theory may be inadequate or
even needs to be revised. Theoretically-founded exegesis thus
provides a methodological framework to confirm or disconfirm
interpretation. Thus,' the purpose of theoretically-founded
exegesis is to provide a framework for exegesis in which
substantiated evidence can be produced for
interpretation of a text' (Maartens 1980 : iv).
paragraph in one sentence, one must produce
interpretation in relation to the text.
a convincing
To sum up this
an adequate
2.1.2. Exegesis and Method
Exegesis is the method used by the reader to explain what he has
read. With the New International Version of the Bible and the
Good News Bible, much of what is read seems clear. However, our
task in exegesis is not to explain that which is obvious to us
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but rather to explain the problems which we encounter while
reading the New Testament text. The problems we encounter while
reading is a matter for theoretically-founded research. The
important object in theoretically-founded or scientific research
is not the problema~ic phenomenon as such but rather the
elements which cause the problem.
Thus, the object of exegesis is to determine the underlying
causes of phenomena one encounters in the reading of the text.
The reader encounters a number of problems in Mk 8 22 - 10 :
52, for example when Peter rebukes Jesus in Mark 8 32, Jesus
replies: "Get behind me Satan! For) you are not on the side of
God but men". Here the reader asks the question "In what way
does Peter act as Satan". This question will be answered in
Chapter three. Problematic phenomena may include references to
'Kingdom of God', 'Son of man' and 'have salt in yourselves' (Mk
9 50 ) In order to understand the relationship between a
problem and its causes, Maartens (1980 : v) makes the following
statement:
"In NT exegesis the underlying causes for problematic
phenomena are associated with the 'language and structure'
of the text. The 'language and structure' here concerns
peculiarities of Greek Koine· as written language in the
times of Jesus and the disciples".
From the above statement we can state that the underlying
structure of the language is a possible cause for problematic
phenomena. In order to explain the problems encountered when
reading the Synoptic Gospels one has to analyse both the
structure of language as well as the structure of the text. The
hypotheses of linguistic and literary theoretical interpretation
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is used in order to explain the possible causes of the
problematic phenomena. The results of linguistic and literary
analyses are then correlated. Thereafter an explanation of the
possible causes of the problematic phenomena encountered in the
reading of the gospel text, are given.
2.1.3. The Macro Structure, Socio-Cultural and Historical
Background
Theoretically-founded exegesis must conform to our knowledge of
the text as a whole. In other words, the text (i.e. the macro-
structure)
correlated.
and context (i.e. micro-structure) has to be
"Analysis of the macro-structure must correlate with the
micro structure. The exegetes explanation df the text must
conform to the extra-contextual meaning of the text. To be
convincing, the exegete's explanation of underlying causes
of problematic phenomena must conform to our encylopaedical
knowledge of the text. The encyclopaedical knowledge of
the text embraces a knowledge of the text as a whole which
includes the socio~cultural and historical background of
the text". (Maartens 1980 : vii).
2.1.4. Text and Hermeneutics
Hermenutics deals with the interpretation and communication of
the meaning of the text to a contemporary society. In order to
appreciate the NT as a work of literary art one cannot, however,
ignore the socio-cultural background against which the text was
written. When interpreting the text we therefore find that
contemporary society do differ from that of the Jewish nation
under Roman administration during the first century A.D .. For
example, the Jewish activists, the so-called Zealots of the 1st
centuryA.D . (cf. Acts 5 : 34-37 and 28 38) are not figures
identical to that of the freedom fighters of the Developing World
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in contemporary society.
When interpreting the New Testament it is important that the
exegete recognizes the political, religious, cultural, economic
and geographical situation of the contemporary society to which
the text is being applied to. The exegete then has to identify
the way in which this interpretation conforms to the intended
message of the text in its original context.
The factor available for exegesis is the text as it presents
itself. The exegete has to analyse the structure and language
of the text in order to determine its significance. This (i.e.




Syntactical specification is the first stage of theoretically-
founded exegesis. Maartens (1977b) states that the colon is a
comprehensive syntactic unit consisting of'a sentence which may
dominate nil or more embedded sentences. The definition of a
sentence is that it consists of a noun phrase and a verb phrase
,( S - - - NP VP) . (Maartens, 1977 : 50) states that:
"Each syntactic unit has a linear structure and a
hierarchical structure. The linear structure refers to the
linear sequence of constituents and the hierarchical
structure refers to the hierarchical relationship of
constituents of the sentence. When reported speech is
encountered in a given text, certain verbs dominate
embedded sentences. These. sentences are called sub-cola
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and will be indicated by a number preceded by a decimal
point in the text".
For the purpose of this dissertation, a syntactic specification
of
Mark 8 22 - 10 52 will be done in Chapter 3.
2.2.2 Semantic Representation
The semantic representation of each sentence specifies amongst
other things, the presupposition, the focus and the topic of the
sentence. The information which the author assumes to be known
to the readers is termed the presupposition. The unknown
information or the new information in the sentence is termed
focus. The semantic subject of the sentence is the topic. The
semantic subject of the sentence is then the element of





"The topic of a Greek sentence may be emphasized by the sentence
initial or sentence final position of a word. This syntactic
mechanism of placing of a word in a sentence initial position or
a final position is called topicalization" (Maartens: 1977 :50) .
"Topicalization is a transformation which moves a constituent in
a sentence to sentence initial position" (Chomsky 1964 : 221 i
Verma 1976 : 26).
2.2.3.2 NP Shift and Adjective Shift
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NP shift is a type of transformation which moves the noun to the
final position· in the sentence. In an adjective shift the
adjective is moved to the final position in the sentence.
2.2.3.3 Deletion
Deletion is a transformational operation by which a constituent
(i.e. verb) in the deep structure of a sentence is omitted in the
derivation of the surface structure.
2.3 Literary Analysis
Literary analysis is the second stage of theoretically-founded
exegesis. Here, the concerns of the exegete are with the
stylistic phenomena contributing to the cohesion of the text.
Leech (1970 : 120 et seq.) defines cohesion as:
"The way in which independent choices in different points
of a text corresponds with or presuppose one another,
forming a network of sequential relations .... In studying
cohesion we pick out patterns or meaning running through
the text we also notice how tightly organized the
relationships
are Cohesion is the dimension whereby the
foregrounded features identified in isolation are related
to one another and to the text in its entirety.
An attempt will be made to determine how sentence constituents
in the text are highlighted (i.e. foregrounded) and related to
one another. The semantic implications of the highlighting of
sentence constituents must first be determined by analysis. Then
it can be interpreted. The following stylistic phenomena will
be discussed:
1. The metaphor
2. Foregrounding as extra-patterning
2.3.1 The
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Recognition and Analysis of Metaphorical
Language
Only the metaphors relevant to the study of Mk 8
will be discussed.
22 - 10 52
2.3.1.1. The relationship between Black's focus and frame
A metaphor is recognized by the contrast of sentence constituents
used figuratively while, the remaining constituents are used
literally. The metaphorized word is the word used figuratively
while the remainder of the metaphor are used non-metaphorically.
Black (1962 : 26 and 30) illustrated this distinction with the
following sentence:-
Sentence 1
The Chairman plowed through the discussion.
Black explains that the "plowed" has been used metaphorically.
Black (1962 28) identifies "plowed" as the focus and the
remainder of the sentence as the frame of the metaphor. The use
of the term "focus" by Black must not be confused with the focus
discussed in linguistics (cf. 2.3.2).'















In conventional usage, "plowed" (i.e the focus) usually signifies
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a meaning which differs from that which is used in the sentence.
For this particular instance, it has been chosen from another
foreign context to be introduced in this new context.
consequently maintains that the focus of the metaphor has been
used figuratively. "Plowed" can further be identified as a verb
metaphor. The frame of the metaphor which is the remainder of
the sentence is used literally. Black (1962 : 30) explains the
imagery of the metaphor in the following way:-
" .. . instead of saying, plainly or directly that the
chairman dealt summarily with objections or ruthlessly
suppressed irrelevance or something of that sort, the
speaker chose to use a word (' plowed') which, strictly
speaking, . means something else. But an intelligent hearer
can easily guess what the speaker had in mind."
2.3.1.2 The Interplay between Black's Principal Subject and
Subsidiary Subject
Black (1962 : 39) explains the interplay between focus and frame
by the following copula sentence where two nouns are joined in
a relationship of identification:
Sentence 2
Man is a wolf.














Black refers to sentence 2 to demonstrate the interaction view
of metaphor. The copula verb, "is" in sentence 2 relates "man"
. "
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the principal subject, to "wolf" the subsidiary subject. This
sentence is an example of a noun metaphor. In Black's view (1962
: 44), these subjects must be regarded as "a system of things"
rather than "things". The reader must know the literal senses-
which Black (1962 : 41) calls the system of a~sociated common-
places - of the subjects "man" and "wolf", respectively, in order
to understand the meaning of the metaphor. The effect of the
metaphor is to evoke what Black terms the "wolf-system of related
cornrnonplaces". This wolf-system of associated commonplace will
suggest the following characteristics for man: "He preys upon
other animals, is fierce, hungry, engaged in constant struggle,
a scavenger". Black (1962 : 39, 41 and 42) further thinks ofa
metaphor as a filter which:
"Selects, emphasizes, suppresses and organizes features oL the
principal subject by implying statements about it that normally
apply to the subsidiary subject".
A fluent English speaker hearing the metaphor will be led by the
wolf-system of related cornrnonplaces to construct a corresponding
system of implications about the principal subject "man". The
pattern of the corresponding system of implications must be
determined by the pattern of related commonplaces associated with
the literal uses of the word "wolf".
follows:-
Black states it as
"any human traits that can without undue strain b~ talked
about in 'wolf-language' will be rendered prominent and any
that cannot will be pushed into the background. The wolf
metaphor suppresses some detail and emphasize others - in
short it organizes our view of man".
Black's article (1962) has gained wide recognition. Recent
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attempts have been made to further explicate Black's theory by
making use of devices from Transformation Generative Grammar.
Research done on the relationship between tenor and vehicle can
be represented according to Maartens (1980 : 14) in the following
diagram:
Diagram 3 : A Schematic Representation of Tenor and Vehicle
within Metaphorical Expression.




Richards 1964 : 96
Miller 1971 : 123
Mooij 1975 257





/ 1 [+Predatory] -'
re-topicalised l (Voracious) )
\ (Bloodthirst)
~TENOR VEHICLE /
SENTENCE 2 Man is a wolf
Black 1962 28














From the above. diagram we can state that according to Matthew
(1971 : 422) the features which are suppressed in Black's terms
are indicated in square brackets and are given a positive
representation i.e. [+hairy] [+tail] [+quadrupedal], etc ..
These features are closely connected with the selectional
restrictions which cannot be violated viz. [+human] , [-human].
Abraham uses the terms "part" and "remainder" which resembles
Black's focus and frame. Abraham (1975 7) explains that
metaphors like "man is a wolf" do not have their origin in the
violation of the selection restrictions but in a violation of the
compatibility of lexemes in a syntactic structure (1975 : 17).
Abraham states that only the compatible semantic features of the
"part" of the metaphor will be transferred to the "remainder" of
the expression. The suppressed semantic features in Black's
terms are incompatible features in Abraham's terms. The
"associated commonplaces" of Black are the compatible features
of Abrahams. The compatible features of 'wolf' in the sentence,
"man is a wolf", is then retopicalized and transferred to "man".
According to Maartens (1980 12) the following diagram
represents Abraham's explanation of re-topicalization.













In the above diagram the unbroken lines represent the
"semantically implicative" ("'normally' associative") relations
and the broken lines represent the encyclopedical relations.
Referring to diagrams 1 and 2 again, the interaction between the
principal subject "man" and the subsidiary subject "wolf", is an
interaction between the tenor: "man" and vehicle: "wolf". The
interaction of different components was first investigated by I.
A Richards.
2.3.1.3 Richard's Tenor and Vehicle
Richards (1963 : 93) indicated that the meaning of the metaphor
depends on the inter-relation between the different components
of the sentence:
"In the simplest formulation when we use a metaphor we have
two thoughts of different things active together· and
supported by a single word or phrase whose meaning is a
resultant of their interaction".
See diagram 3 for a representation of Richard's tenor and
vehicle.
Miller (1971 128) gives a pre-transformational generative
2.3.1.4
analysis of the metaphor and states that the type of metaphors
we encounter in sentence 2 are called surface metaphors. A
surface metaphor contains both the tenor and vehicle in the
surface structure of the sentence.
The Characteristics of Miller's Surface Metaphor
2.3.1.4.1 The Tenor of the Surface Metaphor
The tenor has been designated by a number of terms : Ingendahl
(1971 : 44) calls the tenor the Nennwort ; Brook-Rose (1958 : 9)
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calls the tenor the proper form. The tenor is the principal
subject in the sentence and is'used literally (diagram 2 above).
The frame (i.e. understood literally - Black 1962 28) in
Weinrich's terms (1967 : 6) is the counter-determining context.
2.3.1.4.2 The Vehicle of the Surface Metaphor
In a metaphorical expression the vehicle is used figuratively.
2.3.1.4.3 Tenor/Vehicle Relationship of a Noun Metaphor
The interaction which results between the tenor and vehicle when
the vehicle is a noun, is known as a relation of




The characters of the interaction between the focus and frame or
tenor and vehicle are: the analogies between the distinct
subjects being emphasized; and the differences between the two
distinct subjects being suppressed. Thus, the tertium
comparationis is the analogies between the tenor and vehicle.
2.3.1.5. The Characteristic of Miller's Suspended and Submerged
Metaphor
2.3.1.5.1 Introduction
Miller's (1971 : 128-134) suspended and submerged metaphors are
related.
degree.
The difference between them is just a difference of
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2.3.1.5.2 The Suspended Metaphor
The'characteristic of the suspended metaphor is that the tenor
is not mentioned in the micro-context of the pericope but it is
present in the macro-context of the gospel narrative. The tenor
is temporarily suspended.
2.3.1.5.2.1 Suspended Metaphors with a Resumptive Function
All the metaphors mentioned above are temporarily-suspended
metaphors of which the proper term, the tenor, is mentioned
elsewhere in the macro-context of the work. It seems very
appropriate for biblical texts, to qualify such metaphors
distinctly as suspended metaphors with a resumptive function.
For this reason, the analysis of metaphorical use of language in
the New Testament should be extremely sensitive to the rele~ant
eschatological frame of reference in the New Testament.
2.3.1.5.2.2 Suspended Metaphors with a Proleptic Function
A suspended metaphor with a proleptic function is characterized
by the eschatological frame of reference in the counter-
determining context of the Gospel. The metaphor may also be
strengthened by a shift of the verb metaphor to the future tense.
Sentence 3 To die is to be taken away.
\/ ~
Tenor Vehicle
The relationship between tenor and vehicle in sentence 3 is a
relationship of identification. It is anticipating the
resurrection and ascension of Jesus and may therefore be
classified as a suspended metaphor with a proleptic function.
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2.3.1.5.3 The Submerged Metaphor
The characteristic of the submerged metaphor is that the tenor
is not present in the macro or micro context of the text. The
tenor is totally suspended. Ingendahl (1971 : 44) explains that
the vehicle of the submerged metaphor has become self-reliant in
the text.
2.3.1.4 Brooke-Rose's Genitive Link Metaphor
Brook-Rose (1958 : 146) defines the genitive as:
"A grammatical form of substances or other declinable parts
of speech, chiefly used to denote that the person or thing
signified by the word is related to another as source,
possessor or the like."
The genitive link is a type of metaphor whereby the metaphor is
not necessarily linked to the proper term but rather a third















The genitive link as Brooke-Rose (1958 : 40) terms this type of
metaphor is that which occurs in surface, suspended and submerg~d
metaphors. The vehicle of the genitive link consists of A, a
2.3.2
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Foregrounding as Extra patterning
Diagramatic 5 : A Graphic Representation of'the Development of
Syntagmatic Foregrounding
F~























The development of foregrounding has passed through three stages:
Stage 1 : Foregrounding as the most important feature of literary
analysis, i.e. the identification of the striking unconventional
poetic use of language. Here, fore grounding is defined as
"language usage which deviates· from the norm of standard language
usage" .
Stage 2 On the syntagmatic level of language usage,
foregrounding emerges as· extra-patterning through either
parallelism or compiling on a horizontal level.
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Stage 3 : Foregrounding of the hierarchical level which is also
developed on the horizontal level.
2.3.2.1 Paradigmatic Foregrounding
Havranek, one of the Prague structuralists (see Garvin 1964 : 10)
called the device of highlighting sentence constituents
"foregrounding". He referred to the accepted language or that
which is used by the fluent English speaker as automatisation and
the unconventional use of language as deautomised language i.e.
the foregrounding of constituents of the sentence.
Mukarovsky, another Prague structuralist defined the phenomenon
offoregrounding as "an esthetically intentional distortation of
the norm of standard language usage in (Garvin 1964 : 18). Leech
(1966 : 141) states that Mukarovsky's "esthetically intentional
distortion" is a "unique deviation from the norm of standard
language usage". Leech (1966 145) reserves the metaphor
"deviant language" for paradigmatic foregrounding (Maartens 1980
: 18).
2.3.2.2 Syntagmatic Foregrounding
Leech (1966 146) defines syntagmatic foregrounding as the
deliberate limitation of the grammatical possibilities for
selection of a lexical item. Jakobson (1960) and Leech (1965-
1966) distinguish two types of extra-patterning respectively,
viz. parallelism and coupling. Parallelism and coupling are
distinguished by a difference of degree. Levin's coupling
requires a stricter sense of correspondence the coupled parts
must be repeated verbatim.
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2.3.2.3 Chiastic Parallelism as Syntagmatic Foregrounding
Extra patterning is seen as "the deliberate limitation of the
grammatical possibilities for selection of a lexical item", by
Leech (1966 : 46). This then creates a figure which can be seen
as a "pattern superimposed on the background of ordinary
linguistic patterning" ..
Jakobson (1960 : 358) states that parallelism belongs to the
nature of the poetic use of language. He defines parallelism as
follows:
"The poetic function projects the principle of equivalence from
the axis of selection into the axis of combination".
Maartens (1980 : 19) explains Jakobson's proposal "as a creation
of parallelism which comprises two processes viz. one of
selection and another of combination".
Maartens (1980 : 19-21) explains the following example.
Sentence 4:






(Adverb phrase = C)
To create a second parallel to sentence 4 (in which the verb is
deleted. cf. 100· :5) the psalmist first selects semantically
equivalent words. For the purpose of this explanation we assume
that the psalmist had been familiar with paradigms of
semantically related words. Taking (A) and (C) as examples it
is possible to imagine that the psalmist knew the following
paradigms:
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Secondly to create a second stanza parallel to sentence 4, ~he
psalmist combines the selected words in a similar way i.e. to
parallel sentence 4. These words are then combined in horizontal
sequence to form what can be termed synonymous parallelism. The
process of combination can be represented by the following
diagram:
Diagram 7 A Diagrammatical Representation of Jakobson's





















In the case of sentence 4 the psalmist had chosen to select
synonyms from paradigms A and C. As the result of his choice the
following synonymous parallelism follows: Psalm 100.
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Sentence 5: " His steadfast love (A) endures (B) forever
(C)
Sentence 6: and his faithfulness (A) (B is deleted) to all
generations (C).
In sentence 6 the psalmist combines the selected words
horizontally in the same sequence. The parallelism may
consequently be represented in the following symbols ABC/ABC.
In cases where the author chooses to select synonyms, the second
9
conjunctive parallel sentence (cf. sentence 12 in Maartens : 1fiO)
may realize a synonymous parallelism. In this case, however, the
author chooses to select antonyms which cause the second
conjunctive parallel sentence to result in an antithetical
parallelism.
In the case of chiastic parallelism the second conjunctive
sentence will have an inverted word order. ABC/CBA or
alternatively ABC/BCA. In chiastic parallelism Jakobson's
proposition remains unchanged. Jakobson's definition of chiastic
parallelism as extra patterning can be defined in terms of
syntagm:atic foregrounding as follows: "chiasticparallelism
realises when paradigmatic equivalent forms are being selected
and combined diagonally across in inverted positions" . (Jakobson
1966) .
2.3.2.4. Foregrounding as Syntagmatic Deviation
Any violation of grammatical rules ie. which is not accepted by
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the everyday reader, is known as deviation. Overstepping of
certain rules is not the only form of deviation. Deviation from
the constituents of a grammatical sentence can either be
elaborated, dislocated or fragmented. Baker regards the above
mentioned alterations to a standard sentence as three ways in
which the construction of a poetic sentence can deviate from
that of a ,normal sentence" (see Maartens 1977b : 54).
Discussions in this field of study are too vast to be dealt with
in this dissertation. However, reference will be made to extra
patterning in Mk 8 22 10 52 as this is exploited
extensively.
2.3.3 Structuring Principles of Prose Composition
Lammert (1970 52ff) identifies three devices of prose
composition. These devices are:-
1. Additive devices of composition
2. Correlative devices of composition
3. C'onsecutives of composition
2.3.3.1 Additive Devices
"Additive device" comprises an expansion of the main narrative
events by the addition of a seemingly incoherent variety of
narrative events. These incoherent narratives are added to the
main event so that the number of scenes, characters and
adventures increases 'as well as' the problems related to the
devising of a unified narrative whole (Smit 1989). The narrative
units are added "at random" to the main narrative event.
There are three additive devices of composition:
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1. If/When time permits, an extra irrelevant narrative unit is
added. Th~s irrelevant narrative may not be necessary but
is welcomed as it broadens the understanding of the text.
2. Multiple additions. This addition device comprises a
variety of scenes pnd actors which are added to increase
the narrative ranges. These added scenes and actors
function as retardation device which interrupts the
progress of the narrative and at the same time, they cause
a slowing down of the narrative.
3. "Framed additions are grouped together by frame narratives
which function as brackets ordering the kaleidoscope of
added narrative units" (Smit 1989). The added framed
groups of narrative units function as examples of wisdom
which applies to real-life situations and answers to real-
life questions. The specific sequence of narrative units
are not important. The important feature is that the
narrative units combined, creates a forceful accentuation
of the main theme. The additive events broaden and add
credibility to the main narrative events. Smit (1989 : 1)
concludes that the
"Additive devices of composition do not depend on themes or
topics. It is usually totally out of touch with other
narrative events. Themes are only necessary in the frames.
Each additive must in its own way give a perspective on the
main theme".
2.3.3.2 Correlative Devices of Composition
Correlation comprises the artistic arrangement of narrative
units according to content and theme. As such, it accentuates
and deepens the main narrative theme. Some examples of the
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correlative events are the controversial stories and the miracles
which reflect the authority of Jesus; The fact that Jesus
administers the divine prerogative to heal the sick and to
forgive sins; the fact that he remains aloof from cultic
traditions; Jesus discontinu~cultic laws; Jesus radicalizes
cultic piety into faithful obedience to God; Jesus teaches
unconditional love of one's neighbour. This radical character
of the authority of Jesus results in the rejection as well as the
replacement of cultic laws and official Judaism. (Smit 1989).
The characteristic features of correlation devices are the
contrast and correspondence between narrative events. The
tertium comparationis, i.e the overlapping characteristics of
contrasted or corresponding events, comprises the main point of
the narrative .. In the additive device of composition, importance
is placed on the degree of variegation of events. In correlative
devices of composition, the degree of clarity with which the main
event is mirrored is emphasized. The narrative units form a well
structured whole in which narrative units correlate one with each
other.
There are three correlative devices of composition:
1. Contrasting Events:- contrasting events causes
polarization which increases the tension in the narrative
eg. fasting and the bridegroom proverb (Mk 2 18-20),
eating restrictions and the violation of eating
restrictions (Mk 2 18). Healing restrictions and the
sabbath laws and the violation of the healing restrictions
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and the sabbath laws (Mk 3 : 1-6); the fact that only God
can forgive sins (and that sacrificially at the temple)
and that Jesus forgives sins (Mk 2 : 7) (See Smit 1989 :
2) .
2. Allegorical Events: allegorical events are used by the
author to expand the main theme allegorically. For example,
in Mk 8 : 22-26 the pericope deals with the healing of the
blind man. In terms of its broader context, this healing
narrative functions as an allegory of discipleship, i.e. it
reflects especially on the blindness of the disciples who
"as yet do not understand"/cannot see who Jesus really is.
3. Parallel Events: these events can either correspond or
contrast each other. The effect of contrast and
correspondence only becomes clear when the position of the
narrative in terms of the narrative whole, is taken into
consideration e.g.:-
(a) When the parallel event follows (i.e. comes after) the
statement of the main event, it clarifies the main
event by deepening the conflicts and retarding the
narrative progression.
(b) When the parallel event precedes (i.e. comes before)
the main event, it affects the tension curve of the
main theme which will only climax later. As such, the




2.3.3.3 Consecutive Devices of Composition
Smit (1989 : 3) describes consecutive devices as the fact that:
"the causal coherence or interconnection of events in the
narrative present only becomes evident at the end of the
narrative. It is only when looking back on the narrative
progression i.e. on reviewing that the causal
development of the narrative plot becomes evident".
When the reader becomes involved in the development of
progression of the narrative, one can identify certain aspects
such as the markers, the ideas or the pointing formulae
responsible for creating the expected end in the reader. Smit
(1989) stresses the importance of these aspects in the plot viz.
the elements which creates anticipation i.e. surprise or mystery
or what can also be termed the detective elements.
"These markers anticipate the conclusion of the narrative.
This occurs through the suspension of the time - sequence.
A mystery is a pocket in time. Time is suspended so that
it can be filled in later ... sometimes the reader has to
wait till the end" (Smit 1989 : 3).




Time Divisions Between Narrative Strings
Incoherent Narrative Events
Determination of Characters
2.3.3.3.1 Time Divisions Between Narrative Strings:-
The causal relationship between events can be identified through
the identification of the narrative present and narrative past.
The characters or actors supply the present situation at the end
of the narrative (now) and past situations during the narrative
progression (then) in this causal relationship. At the end, when
one assesses the narrative development, then only are you able
to identify the causal devices responsible for certain effects
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with 'the end as the inevitable result. The events which
elaborate the main narrative event comprises the later
relationships that transpires between actors, results from the
past and situations influencing ,the actors' behaviour. These
various events cause the main event to be firmly grounded. The
changes between the past and the present increases the tension
in the narrative and simultaneously clarifies the main event
progressively.
In the Gospel of Mark, for example, there are a number of
conflicts which progressively escalate. The full force of the
main narrative event therefore, becomes progressively clearer.
However, the full force of the mystery only comes together at the
end of the narrative.
In the narrative present, one finds a chain of events which can
sometimes function as narrative brackets i . e. bracketing or
framing another narrative event. Therefore, the point of
discussion within these brackets are the real-life questions and
answers which act as pointing formulae responsible for the
development of the narrative. One can go even further by tracing
the conflicts or differences between past and present single key
sentences. The plot development can thus be based on a "root"
cause which dominates all subsequent conflicts (e.g. the passion
predictions in 8 : 31 ; 9 : 9, 31 and 10 : 33-34).
The conflicts between Jesus and the Jewish officials in the
Gospel of Mark function as causes for the inevitable end, viz.
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Jesus' death. From the beginning of the Gospel Jesus' destiny
is determined forhim.The narrative develops through conflicts
following each other. It ends in Jesus'rejection of the temple
and official Judaism's rejection of Jesus. The culmination of
the past events in the present, results in a climax.
The ground formula indicating the pausal relationships between
the time divisions of narrative events can be identified by the
following statement:
" and that is how it happened .. , that I am here now" (Smit
89) . "The denouement has the character of a final unravelling
of the plot and all existing questions ll .
2.3.3.3.2 Incoherent Narrative Events are events that occur,
before the causal relationship becomes clear. Through the
correlation of events the narrative tension is progressively
increased so that there is a clarification of the causal chain.
Smit (1989 : 4) states that
llBefore the denouement i. e. in the process of narrative
development, events are stringed together without any
obvious cohesion. The final unravelling i.e. the
denouement, brings the causal relationships to light ll .
The narrative structure is determined by the chain of events
leading up to the climax. The outcome of events is based on past
events. The end situation forms the conclusion of the narrative.
It is obvious that the narrative end will cohere with a large
number of events in the narrative. As such, the denouement will
form the end llbracket ll of multiple pointers.
This frame structure (or structures) highlights the causal events
which lead up to the climax. During the reviewing of the
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narrative the-causal events mirrors the main narrative situation
and progression.
\
2.3.3.3.3 Determination of Characters
Causal devices of composition function as primary organization
and progression principle in a narrative. It also functions (as
seen in 2.3.3.3.2 above) as outer or structural and relational
or causal indicators. In addition to what is said already,
causal devices of composition also determines the actors and the
various fates befalling them in a very incisive and penetrating
way. The development of the main event cause a chain of
unavoidable cause-effect events which influence the characters.
The actors are subjected to the consequences of their fate. The
causal events determine the direction of the hero's life. ' The
progression of a single main event brings the characters under
subjection to a variety of influences. This functions as a law
for all (e.g. the description of the widening rift between Jesus
and the scribes i.e. the ever increasing situation of conflict) .
Smit (1989 5) concludes his discussion of the structuring
principles of prose composition with the statement that:
"the moment of revelation or unravelling of all the
questions and enigmas therefore, is not in itself the only
and the all-determining power present in the final
perspective of the narrative. The three series of devices
of composition i.e~ the additive, the correlative and the
consecutive devices all function simultaneously in a
narrative. The degree of influence on a narrative
however, differs from narrative to narrative". '
This concludes our discussion on linguistics and literary theory.
In Chapter three, these theories will be applied to the structure
of Mk 8 : 22 to 10 : 52.
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CHAPTER THREE
3. THEORETICALLY - FOUNDED EXEGESIS
3.1. Linguistic Analysis
A Linguistic analysis of Mark 8 : 22 - 10 : 52 consists of
a syntactic specification (i.e. sentence specification) of
sentences and a semantic representation of these sentences.
3.1.1.Sentence Specification
The sentence specification according to Maartens (1977a) of
Mark 8 : 22 - 10 : 52 is as follows:
(refer to Appendix A on P. 144)
3.1.2.Structural Analysis
The explication of the structure of Mk 8 : 22 - 10 : 52 must be
seen in the content of Russian Formalist and the late
Structuralist approaches to literature. The Formalists felt
themselves to be fundamentally concerned with literary structure:
with the recognition, isolation and objective description of the
peculiarly literary nature and use of certain "phonemic" devices
in the literary work. They did not study the content, "message",
"source", "history" or sociological, biographical or
psychological dimensions of the literary work. In Structuralism
the identification of devices in literature is not only limited
to phonetics but applied to poetry and literature. As the aim
of literature and especially poetry is to defamiliarize that
which is overly familiar, the literary scholar has to describe
the devices and techniques which act as the agencies of




structure of Mk 8 : 22 - 10 : 52 (the under - mentioned) the most
obvious structuring principles are the following:
1. The miracle stories about the healing of blind men is
placed at the beginning and at the end of Mk 8 : 22 - 10 :
52. As such it forms a ring composition around the whole
section on Jesus' teaching about his suffering and iminent
death and the nature of discipleship;
2. a misunderstanding of the disciples is followed by a
passion prediction of Jesus, which in turn is followed by
a misunderstanding of the disciples and a corrective
teaching of Jesus;
3. the disciples' misunderstanding about who Jesus really is
or about the nature of discipleship, are time and again
followed by corrective teachings of Jesus.
3.1. 2 Pericope Demarcation
Mk 8 : 22 to 10 : 52 can be divided into the following pericopes:
A1 Healing of a Blind Man at Bethsaida (8 22 - 26)
B Two Questions and Two Answers (8 27 - 30)
Cl First Passion Announcement (8 31)
~
a. Misunderstanding (8 33) 1
I




a. Misunderstanding (9 5)
b. Corrective Teaching (9
l70 --_._-_.-..~
c. Two Questions and Two Answers. (9 10-13)
E Healing of a Boy with an Evil Spirit (9 14 - 29)
a. Inability (9 18 ) (MiSUnderstanding)~
b. Action (9 19 ) (Corrective TeaChingj
a. Misunderstanding (9 23)
b. Action and Corrective Teaching (9 23 - 25)






b. Corrective Teaching and Sayings (9 39- 50) J---
a. Conflict with Pharisees (Misunderstanding) (10
\
1 - 4)J
b. Corrective Teaching (10 5 - 12)
a. Misunderstanding 1 (10 13)
a. M~sunderstanding 3 (10 28)











a. Misunderstanding 2 (10
d. Saying 1 (10
d. Saying 2 (10
C3 Third Passion Prediction (10 33, 34)
a. Misunderstanding (10 41)
b. Corrective Teaching (10 38 - 40)
a. Misunderstanding (10 41) ~
I
b. Corrective Teaching (10 42 - 45~
A2
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Healing of Blind Bartimaeus. (10 46 - 52) J
Kelber (1979 : 44) describes this section i.e. 8 22
10 : 52 as follows:
"Mark has placed a comprehensive frame around the
midsection. At the outset he reported the healing of the
blind man of Bethsaida (8 : 22-26), and at the end; the
healing of Blind Bartimaeus (10 46-52) . The whole
section is thus framed by two stories each of which
describes the opening of the eyes of a blind man. 'By
framing the central section, in such a manner, our author
has given ita distinct interpretation. As the frame
conditions the content, so do the framing stories cast
interpretative light on the purpose of the journey. The
opening of eyes is what Jesus does on the way, and this is
also what characterizes his relation with the disciples all
along the way. To open the eyes of the disciples and to
make them see is the overriding purpose of the journey from
Caesarea Philippi to Jerusalem. What Jesus does on behalf
of the two blind men at the beginning and at the end, he
tries to do on behalf of the disciples all the way
through" .
In this structure there are basically two distinctive features.
Firstly, there are three "miracies" recorded i.e. pericope Al;
E and A2. The structure begins with the healing of the Blind
man at Bethsaida
Bartimaeus.
and concludes with the healing of Blind
The healing of the boy and the evil spirit is
centrally situated. These miracles also allegorize the
disciples' qualities i.e. blindness (10 : 46-52 & 8 : 22-26),
their earthly expectation of the Messiah i.e. the false
christology (9 : 14-29) and their inability to accept the fact
that Jesus was the suffering righteous one.
Secondly, the tryptych, i.e. the three passion announcements in
8 : 31, 9 31 and 10 : 33f, is characteristic of this passage.
Dorothy A. Lee Pollard (1987 173) states this fact as
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follows:
"The narrative structure of the Gospel at this point is
of particular importance in conveying what Mark
understands by discipleship. The section
8 : 27 - 10 : 52 depicts the journey to Jerusalem and
is constructed as a type of triptych. The three
passion predictions (8 : 31; 9: 31; 10: 33 - 34)
are followed by a scene in which the disciples
negate what Jesus has revealed".
Mk 8 : 22 - 10 : 52 begins and ends with a miracle which must be
interpreted allegorically. In terms of narrative theory (see
Lammert 1970 and 2.3.3ff above), the two miracle stories which
introduces and concludes Mark 8 22 - 10:52 must be interpreted
allegorically in the text. In 8 : 21 the author concludes the
preceding section with the question "do you still not
understand?". This question therefore depicts the fact that
although the disciples have been present with Jesus for such a
long time, they do not understand the significance of the events
which has taken place and still do not comprehend the true
significance of his teaching and authoritative acts. It is
ironic because Jesus tried in so many ways to make them
understand but they still do not understand. He used parables
(Mk 4) to teach the crowds that follow him. One can understand
why the crowds cannot understand that the disciples themselves
do not understand the parables (Mk 4 : 13). In view of the fact
that they were with him throught his ministry, this
misunderstanding however, is incomprehendible and ina certain
way inexcuseable.
Pericope A1 (Sentence 386-396.1)
As mentioned above,this healing event allegorizes the blindness
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of the blindman in terms of the blindness of the disciples and
also serves as an introduction to Mk 8 : 22 - 10 : 52. This
section concludes with the healing of a blind man again in 10 :
46-52, which likewise, function as an allegory of the disciples'
blindness to fully comprehend the full significance of
Jesus'teachings and authorative activity.
The prominent feature in this healing is that the healing is a
two fold process. The initial or first stage of the healing
allegorically depicts the fact that although the disciples are
healed of their blindness they still cannot see (i.e. they do not
understand as yet). The contrast is then drawn between the man's
second stage of healing where he was able to see completely and
the disciples who still as "yet do not understand". The gradual
or step like restoration of the blind man's sight,
allegorically depicts the expected or step - like understanding
of the disciples. The fact that the disciples do not "receive
sight" gradually but still do not understanding, foregrounds the
fact for the reader that the evidence should lead to a gradual
comprehension and understanding of who Jesus is and what he
represents.
Pericope B (Sentence 397- 402)
The two questions and answers in this pericope are:-
Q1 Jesus asks: "Who do people say I am?"
Ans.1- Disciples answer: "Some say John the baptist;




"But what about you"
"Who do you say I am?"
Peter answers: "You are the Christ"
Peter's answer to the second question of Jesus is a climax which
functions in the text as an anticlimax. -Because it-is the first
time we read of the disciples' declaration of who Jesus is, one
can typify it as a climax. In terms of _the expectations of the
real readers of the first century this answer is correct. The
content however, of Peter's confession is shown to be incorrect
(8 : 33).
Sentence 401.1. (You are the Christ) is a presupposition and the
focus of this pericope. "The presupposition of each sentence is
the information which the reader can deduce from the content of
the sentence" (Maartens 1982). Thus, the reader deduces at
this point of reading that Peter recognizes the 'true christ'.
"The focus comprises that information in the sentence which is
not anticipated by the reader of the text" (Maartens 1982).
"You are the Christ" becomes the focus of the sentence because
the reader does not anticipates the idea of Jesus' suffering (8
: 31) and Peter earning the title of Satan (8 : 33).
Pericope Cl (Sentence 403 -409.1)
Immediately after Peter's confession "You are the Christ", Jesus
predicts his death. After the recognition by the disciples that
Jesus is "the Christ", in sentence 401.1 Jesus refers to himself
by using the metaphorical term "Son of man". By the designation
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of himself as the Son of man, commonly understood as the
eschatological judge, as well as the one who must suffer, Jesus
re-interprets the significance of the Christ title of sentence




(present active) - indicates activity
of Jesus
(present active) - indicates the
suffering which
Jesus encounters








Sentence 403.4 anastenai (second aorist passive)- indicates -the
action of God.
The parallels between the 1st, 2nd and 3rd passion predictions
will be discussed under 3.2.2.1.
The very prominent feature throughout the structure of 8 : 22 -
10 52 is the disciples' misunderstanding of the passion
predictions. After every announcement of the passion we have a
misunderstanding by the disciples. This is then followed by a
corrective teaching by Jesus.
Stock (1982 : 85) describes Peter's confession as one that,
"triggers an acute controversy which reveals that the
Messiah Peter was awaiting fell disastrously short of what
Jesus. had in mind. Jesus' prediction of his own passion
and resurrection provokes an aggressive reaction on the
part of Peter and Jesus in turn rebukes Peter for trying to
lure him from the way of suffering and death. Jesus' idea
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of the suffering and rising Son of man exposes the
inadequacy of Peter's Messiah while Peter's refusal to
embrace a suffering Messiah earns him the title of Satan."
Peter's rebuke is an action which reflects that he does not
understand that Jesus is "not just the Messiah but the suffering
righteous one". Peter belongs to the crowd who believes that the
Messiah will 'come to set up an earthly kingdom so that the Jews
can be liberated from their oppressors.
Another prominent feature before every corrective teaching is
that Jesus always calls the crowds together with his disciples
before he spoke. This indicates the prominence of the didactic
aspect in Mk 8 22 - 10 52. The didactics focus on the
question who Jesus is and what this implies for his followers.
This pericope concludes in 9 : 1 with "Amen I say to you ... ".
This saying introduces a saying which functions as a guarantee
that the things Jesus says, is spoken with truthfulness (Lane
1974 : 312) .
"The concept of the 'Kingdom of God come with power', like
the concept of 'the Son of man coming with glory' (8 : 38)
has a strictly christocentric orientation. It refers to an
event which provides an open manifestation of Jesus'
'dignity'''.
Pericope D ,(Sentence 410 - 425.2)
The transfiguration story functions as a guarantee of· Jesus'
words " Amen I say to you ... " in the previous pericope. The
transfiguration not only guarantees the power of the Kingdom of
God but also acts as a strenthening agent to the disciples. The
transfiguration of Jesus is meant to be an eye-opener for the
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disciples: viz. Jesus as the suffering righteous one is also the
one who is the glorified Christ and Messiah; the disciples can
share in his sufferings while being assured that he is the
Christ. This is exemplified by Jesus' transfiguration directly
after his sayings about his suffering.
Only on two occassions in the Gospel of Mark do we read of God
the Father proclaiming Jesus' sonship viz. at the baptism of
Jesus (Mk 1 : 9 - 11) when the Holy Spirit descended upon Jesus
in the form of a dove and here in 9 7 when God's presence
manifested itself in the form of a cloud. Sentence 419.1 is a
declaration of Jesus' sonship and sentence 419.2 is a command
to the disciples. Although the disciples were witnesses to the
transfiguration of Jesus as well as the appearance of Moses, and
Elijah, they still do not understand the meaning of the
transfiguration.· This is evident from Peter's suggestion of
erecting an earthly tabernacle or booth for Jesus, Elijah and
Moses. This also depicts the fact that the disciples are unable
to grasp the significance of what they had witnessed. The
presence of Elijah and Moses with Jesus in the transfiguration
also shows that he is the Messiah who has come. The promises of
the Old Testament is and will further go into fullfilment in that
the suffering Messiah will also be glorified.
The point of misunderstanding is not only evident in the
transfiguration scene i.e. sentence 416.1 and 416.2 but also when
Jesus speaks about" rising from the dead". This is the second
time Jesu~ mentions "rising from the dead" (the first was in 8
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: 31). The disciples who are afraid, are however still ignorant
and, does not question Jesus on this topic.
The two questions and answers asked here
based on the same format as in pericope E.
question and Jesus answers.
in this pericope is
The disciples ask the
Pericope E (Sentence 426 - 445.1)
This miracle story recorded for us is the second healing in this
section of Mark. It seems appropriate that the evangelist placed
this healing at a central point whereas the other two miracles
are found, one at the beginning and the other at the end of the
section in discussion.
The inability of the disciples to heal the boy in Sentence 430.5
and 430.6 is again a misunderstanding. The disciples are not
only weak in faith but are unaware that faith is a gift given to
them and not a secure human possession (Anderson 1976 : 231).
This point is then compared to that of the boy's father who
becomes aware of.this fact. "I do believe; help my unbelief"
(verse 24). R P Martin (1972 : 109) states that verse 19 is an
emotional declaration made by Jesus in response to human needs.
He also states that God (Num 14 : 27) and the prophets (Isa 6
: 11) reacted in a similar manner to human needs.
Jesus does not give us a corrective teaching but his actions
speak louder than his words. He immediately asks them to bring
the boy to him. He then heals him.
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The second misunderstanding here is the misunderstanding of the
boys' father who responds with "If you can" in verse: 23. This
doubtful statement denotes misunderstanding and a lack of faith.
Sentence 430 - sentence 441 reflects the authority of Jesus. The
authority of Jesus. forms a tertium comparationis between the
inability of the disciples to heal the boy and the doubt of the
boy's father when the evil spirit obeys Jesus.
Once again we have a corrective teaching which is displayed by
Jesus' action as well as with an explanation to the disciples.
The disciples' question in sentence 444.1 is a pointer towards
the disciples' attempt to understand.
pericope C2 (Sentence 446 - 488)
This pericope begins with the second passion announcement of
Jesus. When Cl and C2 is compared, it will be noticed that there
is just one misunderstanding and one corrective teaching in
pericope Cl. In pericope C2 we have three misunderstandings and
three corrective teachings as well as four misunderstandings and
four sayings. From, this we can deduce that Jesus' words and
sayings were often misunderstood and that people frequently
understood Jesus' words according to their own subjective
perspectives i.e. their interpretation of the significance of
Jesus' teachings. Their actions and interpretations of Jesus are
therefore selfish and earthly. This leads to the
misunderstandings.
The second passion prediction conveys the same message as the
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first passion prediction although it varies in detail. A common
point is that the passion predictions are all followed by the
fact that the disciples did not understand it.
Schweizer (1978
as the:
190) describes the second passion prediction
Ir oldest form of Jesus' announcement, of his passion
'The Son of man will be handed over to men'. The play on
words gives a unique emphasis to the fact that he who is a
man among men is still basically different from them and
will be rejected by the~. 'Hand~dov~r' ititimates that God
himself is active in this event, although it does not say
so explicitly. Consequently, the possibility remains that
it refers to the action of man - for example, the action
and the will of God is not dissolved. The· statement
invites us to believe, but this does not mean that it
is a proposition which may be simply accepted as true.
There is friction amongst the disciples (9 : 33) about whom is
to be regarded as the greatest. Lane (1974 : 339) states that
the quest to be the greatest indicates the disciples' failure to
understand Jesus. There is a solemn affirmation of the fact that
he is abandoned to the will of men (9 31f) ! Lane further
to teach them.
states that this was a reflection of how impregnated the
disciples were with the temper of their own culture where
questions of precedence and rank were constantly under
discussion. Jesus sensed this friction and therefore sat down
In this action of Jesus (i.e. sitting down to
teach) he takes up the position of an authoritative teacher
(rabbi) This corrective teaching in sentence 456 : 1 is one of
sacrifice of position/rank and that one must condescend oneself
to the lowest level, viz. to that of a servant. This corrective
teaching after the 2nd passion prediction must be seen in
relation to the first passion prediction where the corrective
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teaching conserns self denial (8 34) .
The giving of water to one of "the least" presupposes the same
frame of reference integral to verse 37. In both verse 37 and
41 the idea of welcoming one who believes in Christ stresses the
point that those who share in the extension of God's kingdom
should act understandingly and hospitable.
The above mentioned corrective teaching leads to the sayings of
Jesus (i.e. sentence 460.6 to. 466.17). The sayings on "causing
tb sin" can be tied up with 9 37 and 9 : 38. Taylor (1966 :
408-409) states that the sayings here, are intentionally used by
Jesus in poetical parallelism. He further states that these are
catechetical sayings which adopted an artificial structure' in
order to make the sayings easy to memorize.
The sayings in verse 42 can be linked to verse 37 by the words
"cause to stumble", "good" and "cast". f "In my name" is an
introduction to the strange exorcist (verses 38 - 40) and the
giving of a cup of water (verse 41). "Fire" in 43 and 48
relates to verse 49 (be salted with fire) The salt mentioned
in verse 49 is then linked to the salt mentioned in verse 50.
Sentence 460.17 then ties up this whole section of friction
between the disciples when Jesus says "be at peace with each
other" (9:50).
The conflict with the pharisees in sentence 464 and 464.1 also
signifies the misunderstanding in the sense that the pharisees
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were of opinion that Jesus did not believe in the Law. The fact
that the pharisees attempted on many occasions to test Jesus
concerning his understanding of the Law, reflects their
misunderstanding.
Jesus' corrective teaching stresses that it was through the
hardness of man's heart that divorce was permitted by Moses.
Jesus denounces divorce because of the oneness of a married
couple. The hardness of man's heart results in more sin i.e.
adultery. It seems appropriate that Jesus blesses children just
after he has pronounced the sanctity of marriage in 10 : 2 - 12.
Despite the fact that Jesus welcomes children in 9 37, the
disciples still rebuke the children from coming to Him in ~O :
13. This then accentuates the point of the disciples'
misunderstanding. The disciples' rebuke of the children can also
be related to 9 42 where Jesus condemns "anyone who causes one
of these little ones who believe in me, to sin".
Let me stress, that the reason for distinguishing between
corrective teaching and saying is that in all the sayings we read
of the terms which Jesus uses such as entering the kingdom of
God, Gehenna, hell, eternal life and treasures in heaven.
The rich man misunderstands the manner in which he can inherit
eternal life. He thinks that he can buy eternal life in the same
manner in which he obtains his material possessions. Once again
the term 'good' is used (sentence 475 1 and 475.2 previously used
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in sentence 460.14). Jesus tries to make this rich man
understand by quoting the commandments of Moses. This is the
third time Moses has been mentioned in Mk 8 22 - 10 : 52
(l.during the transfiguration 2.during the conflict with the
pharisees 3.the rich man). The rich man understands that the
inheritance of eternal life is based on full allegiance with God.
As he does not want to comply, he goes away disappointed
(sentence 479).
The second saying in verses 23-27 is related to the first saying
where the entering of the Kingdom is mentioned. Sentence 480.1
is seen in relation to Mk 6 : 8 where Jesus asks his disciples
to take nothing with them when they go out to proclaim the
Gospel. In sentence 481 we read that the disciples are amazed
at this· saying. The term children (tekna) in sentence 482
stresses the point that Jesus is referring to everyone and not
only to the rich man. The use of the camel metaphor, sentence
(482.2) and the eye of the needle is not only a symbol of
humbleness but also in direct contrast to the rich man who was
not prepared to "unload" his "goods" in order to enter into
heaven.
Again in verse 26 the disciples were more amazed. This is an
intensification of the amazement which leads to their questioning
of Jesus and another misunderstanding.
The misunderstanding in verse 28 comprises the disciples' idea
that the fact they have left everything in order to follow Jesus
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served as a guarantee for their entering into heaven. Hence,
verse 28 signifies that the disciples really understood Jesus'
-.._-.
command to the rich man in verse 21. Jesus then states that
those who sacrifice their all, will be blessed a hundred times
more in eternal life.
"The final statement with its antithetic parallelism obtained
through the inversion of clauses, is a piece of ' floating
tradition' which occurs in other contexts as well (Mt 20:16 i Lk
13.30)" (Lane, 1974 372) . Once again, Jesus' corrective
teaching stresses the unimportance of rank in the life of a
disciple.
Pericope C3 (Sentence 489 501. 6)
The third passion prediction by Jesus is closer to the section
about his suffering than the first two predictions. In sentence
489 he is on his way to Jerusalem. This is the most precise
description of the passion predictions of Jesus. The two
prophecies of his passion i.e. 8 : 31 i 9 : 12, 31 are made on
his way to Jerusalem. In the third passion prediction Jesus'
destination i.e. Jerusalem, is mentioned explicitly. Once again
we notice the reaction of the disciples. They were "astonished"
(sentence 491) and "were afraid" (sentence 492). In sentence 481
and 483 they were amazed.
As mentioned earlier, every passion announcement is followed by
a misunderstanding. The same occurs in the third passion
announcement. Another interesting point is that it is the most
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prominent disciples who speak first after each passion
announcement. After the first passion announcement Peter was the
first to speak.·· After the second passion announcement we hear
John's words first and after the third passion announcement James
and John make their requests. Lane (1974 : 378) describes the
significance of this textual feature as follows:-
"Ch. 10 : 32-45 is structurally parallel with ch. 9 : 30-
37. The second and third major prophecies of the passion
(ch. 9 : 30-32 ; ch. 10 : 32-34) are both followed by an
exposure of the presumption of the disciples (ch. 9 : 33f,
ch.10:35-37) and by Jesus' instruction concerning humility
and service (ch.9 : 35-37 ; ch.10 : 42-45). This incident
reveals that in spite of Jesus' repeated efforts since
Peter's confession at Caesarea-Philippi to inculcate in his
disciples the spirit of self-renounciation demanded by the
cross, the sons of Zebedee have understood his intention
very superficially. Their ambitious request brings
discredit upon them, while the indignation of the other ten
disciples reflects a similar preoccupation with their own
dignity. The pronouncement of Jesus concerning the servant
vocation of the Son of man, who seeks his service with/the
sacrifice of his life for the many, goes beyond the
instruction given to the disciples in ch. 9 : 35-37 and
brings the question of rank, precedence and service into
profound pastoral and theological perspective."
Poterion (cup) is a metaphor for suffering in the Gethsemane
scene in 14 : 62. Howard (1977 : 520) states that:
" .. . the concise words of Jesus is considerably expanded by
the presence of verses 38b-39, and the focus shifts from
the word of Jesus as such to the words of Jesus as an
answer to the question of the brothers. That is, the
brothers themselves move so clearly into the centre of
attention that they no longer belong simply to the
framework of the pronouncement story, but become essential
participants of the scene".
Taylor (1966 : 940) states that the reference to the "cup" is a
reference to the suffering messiah and that "cup" in the Old
Testament is both a cup of joy (Ps 22 & 23) and of retribution
and suffering (Ps 74 & 75, Is 51 : 17-22). Jesus' corrective
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teaching stresses the point that they do not really understand
his mission. Their reaction accentuates their misunderstanding.
The misunderstanding of the disciples discussed above results in
a further misunderstanding in verse 41 where friction develops
amongst the disciples despite Jesus' teaching in 9 : 50 where he
-
said "be at peace with one another".
.,.. . -_..
This point shows the
severity of the disciples' misunderstanding and also the fact
that they did not take heed of Jesus' words.
In Jesus' corrective teaching in verses 42-45 he uses an example
from the way earthly rulers rule and contrasts that with the
attitude of service of the disciple. Both verses 43 and 44
contain synonymous parallels. Thus we can state that it is only
by service that the problems caused by rank and greatness can be
overcome.
The climax of this corrective teaching then 'is that the Son of
man came to give himself. This is the messianic mission: the
Messiah sacrifices himself; man is liberated through the
sufferings of the righteous one namely, Jesus.
Pericope A2 (Sentence 502 to 514)
The reason for denoting this pericope as A2 and not A is as
follows:-
(i) There is a difference between the two healing
narratives,
viz. the one (8 22 -26) is a two stage healing and the
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other (10:46-52) is an act of .faith on the part of
Bartimaeus. Through this act, Jesus heals him.
(ii) This is not a "miracle" story as such but a call story
(Achtemeier 1978 : 115). Achtemeier (1978) further states
that there is a certain structure according to which the
miracle narrative is structured, and that it is not found
here (i.e. in 10.46-52). The items used in this narrative
belong to the language of discipleship.
: 115) states the following:-
Achtemeier (1978
"The healing of the Blind Man in 8.22-26 forms an inclusion
to set off a majpr section of Mark's Gospel on the meaning
of discipleship".
This blindness narrated in both pericopes i.e. Al & A2 depicts
"persistent" faith as a necessary preparation for the passion and
physical blindness as a symbol of the disciples' inability to
understand.
3.2. Literary Analysis of Mark 8: 22 - 10: 52
3.2.1.Analysis of the Metaphorical Language Usuage
In literary theory, one has to make references to linguistic
devices, such as metaphorical use of language for the
interpretation of the text. The metaphorical expressions in 8
: 22 - 10 : 52 are:
1. Son of man
2. Kingdom of God
3.2.1.1 The Son of man
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According to Barnabas Lindars (1983 :- 60) the "Son of man" is
mentioned nine times in Mark in relation to Jesus' passion and
five times elsewhere. In relation to 8 : 22 - la : 52 the "Son
of man" is used six times i.e. in the passion sayings in Mark
8 : 31, 9 : 1 and la : 33-34, in 9:9 and 9:12 (both are directly
dependent on 8:31) andthe-·ransom saying in·-10·:-·45. --"." "---_._."
The historical background of the metaphor "Son of man" is
important for the understanding and ihterpretation of this title.
As an in depth discussion of this title will exceed the limits
of this study, we will just give an overview of important facts
which must be taken into consideration in the exegesis of Mk 8
: 22 - la : 52.
Firstly, the term Son of man was used in Jewish literature during
the inter-testamental period. The Jewish sources that make
references to the title Son of man is found in Daniel 7 : 13ff.
In Dan. 7 : 18 "Saints of the most high" appears for the title
"Son of man" which refers to the nation. The parables of Enoch
37-71 specifies the meaning of the term. Son of man in the 17th
psalm of Solomon refers to a Davidic prince (Perrin 1968 : 19).
Perrin further elaborates that 4 Ezra 13 is an apocalyptic
midrash on the 17th psalm. In late Judaism the title "Son of
man" developed into a title for the end of time kingly saviour.
Secondly, the title "Son of man" is used in the New Testament.
Marshall (1964 64) and Moule (1977 IIf) states that the
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definite article must be used with the expression Hios tau
anthropou. The Son of man is used as a Messianic title. The Son
of man is a metaphorical term. Therefore the 'proper term' of the
vehicle must be identified.
The title Son of man is used as a messianic title. The Son of
---mqB,-Son--of ·God, Son of·Davida:r-e titles which can be··described
in Brook-Rase's (1958 : 40) terms as genitive link metaphors.
The tenor or proper term (Brooke-Rose (1958 : 9) of the metaphor,
"-che -Son Of -man", is Jesus. This·constitutes the frame of the
metaphor. "Son of man" may be classified as an attributive type
of genitive link metaphor. "Son of man" is the vehicle of the
metaphor and may be represented by the three term formula "A
= B of C". The third term indicates the genitive link, term C~
The Semantic feature [+human], is attributed to the metaphor "Son
of man". In Black's (1962) terms the violation of selection
restrictions which refers to the feature [+human], identifies the
use of "Son of man" as a metaphor and as messianic title in the
Gospel of Mark. An investigation of the tenor/vehicle
relationship in the context of Mk 8 : 22 - 10 52 makes the
violation of selection restrictions obvious.
With special references to Messiahship, Jesus functions as the
tenor of the metaphor. As tenor, he is thus distinguished from
the vehicle, the "Son of man". The tenor of the Son of man can
be divided into three categories: (c. f. Hahn 1974 : 32-53).
(a) Present authority (eg. Mk 2 : 10 & 28)
(b) Suffering and vindication (8 : 31 , 9 : 31 and 10 33)
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(c) Eschatological authority (14 62)
From the violation of selection restrictions we can state that
the Son of man is both a metaphor and a title. As a title the
Son of man has authority to forgive sins which violates the
semantic feature [+human].
As a metaphor this feature is vaiid especially in the light of
the vindication of the suffering of the "Son of man" (8 : 31 etc)
and the eschatological authority of the Son of man (14 : 62) to
be the ultimate judge of humanity.
Mark 8 : 31 ; 9 : 31 ; 10 : 33 and 45 contain the passion sayings
of the Son of man. These verses counter determine the
eschatological expectations which are related to the title.
According to Perrin (1968 : 375) Jesus used these "Son of man"
sayings to teach his disciples to understand the true nature of
His messiahship. The suffering and glory was a necessity. These
qualities (i.e. the way to glory through suffering) is true to
the nature of christian discipleship.
In the Gospel of Mark the Son of man is correlated with the
suffering righteous one. The central point in the gospel is the
vindication motif of the suffering righteous one. Mark wishes
to increase the faith of his reader with the knowledge that Jesus
is the exhalted and returning Son of man.
We notice that all the Son of man sayings, except for 2 10 and
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2 : 28 are found after 8 : 27 and that they are mentioned in
relation to Jesus' passion. Thus, we can say that Mark preserved
his true christological titles for the passion announcements of
the Son of man. The "true christology" interprets the "false
christology" of the disciples and others (Mk 8 : 27ff, 9 : 33ff,
40 : 35). (This will be discussed in Chapter 5). One distinct
point is that Jesus silences the disciples after each recognition
of him as Christ. (1: 25, 44, 3 : 12, 5: 43, 7: 36, 8:
30). This reaches a climax in 9 : 9.
The ' Son of man' title in this literary unit is the most
important metaphoric term used by the evangelist. It shows that
Jesus is the suffering righteous one. This titl,e "The Son of
man" is also important for the understanding of the Kingdom
metaphor. Because the suffering 'Son of man' is submissive to
the rule of God disciples must likewise be willing "to take up
their cross" (8: 34).
3.2.1.2 The Kingdom of God
In metaphorical terms we can say that the Kingdom of God is a
metaphoric expression which has "the rule of God" as tenor.
According to Maartens (1980 39) "Kingdom" (1 15), the
"word" 1 45; 2 2) "teaching" ( 1 : 22 ; 1 : 27) and
"Gospel" are synonymous metaphors.
In order to understand the Kingdom of God in metaphorical terms
one has to make reference to the controversy stories in Mk 2 :
1-3 : 6. However, since the controversy stories are too vast to
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discuss in this context, I will discuss one example taken from
Maartens (1980 : 41) where he discusses Mk 2: 22 and the new
wine.
The Relationship between Tenor and Vehicle in the Loical Formula
underlying the Suspended Metaphor : New Wine
r- ~
I Kingdom of God
I Gospel of ~
I teaching of
The I authority of Jesus is new wine
I miracles of
I table - fellowship of
I and with -.J
L-- -.J
Tenor vehicle/focus
The proverb of the new wine is an antithetical chiastic
parallelism. It also forms a double parallelism with the old
garment proverb. The imagery contained expresses the fact that
the cultic laws which resemble the old garment are incapable of
accommodating the Gospel of the kingdom. The new wine
articulates the demands of the Gospel viz. to create new ways of
life that will manifest the Kingdom of God and its righteousness.
In 8
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22 the new wine is the vehicle of a suspended metaphor
The adjective "new" attributes towith a proleptic function.
"wine" semantic features such as (fermented) , (power) ,
(freshness) and (processing event). New wine is the
vehicle/focus of the suspended metaphor which leads to a number
of synonymous tenors present in the macro-structure of the
Gospel.
The tenor of the above mentioned diagrammatic representation is
a dynamic aspect of the divine intervention of God in human
history. The penetration of this world by God's rule establishes
partially the new dispensation of salvation. The Kingdom of God
in Mk 2:22 can be identified with the Gospel in 1:15 which is a
proleptic suspended metaphor. The metaphor, the new w~ne,
attributes to the Kingdom of God features such as the "process
of realising". It is true that new wine is something the owner
is proud of and he wants everybody to taste it. Likewise, Jesus
expects his disciples to become active participants in the
realization of the kingdom and to give it out to be tasted.
The old wineskins is the vehicle of a suspended metaphor with a
resumptive function. The old wineskins as a vehicle then refers
to Jewish ceremonial laws as the submerged tenor of the metaphor.
The old wineskins then represents the semantic features such as
(dull), (useless), (cold), (dry) and (malfunction) The semantic
features thus imply that the Jewish cultic laws is not acceptable
and thus we can see that the partially realized kingdom is
irreconcilable with the cult.
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The reason for discussing this controversy story is to show that
Jesus used proverbs and parables to illustrate a certain point
to the crowds. In his teaching he spoke to his disciples plainly
(Mk 4:11) because he expected them to understand. This is an
ironic po~nt because the disciples do not understand although
they are privileged (see Jesus' question
"understand? (8:21))
"Do you still. not
This kingdom saying (8 22) shows that the Jews were
anticipating an earthly kingdom and a Jewish King who would
liberate them from the Romans. Therefore they could not
comprehend the significance of the Kingdom of God that Jesus was
proclaiming. Jesus did not define the kingdom but gave us
practical examples of the qualities one should have in order to
enter into the kingdom. Deist and Du Plessis (1985 98)
describes the Kingdom of God as:
" the self-assertion of God and the realisation thereof
in Jesus' life and ministry, which demands a decision by
people for present and future. In short this means: God
reigns".
Deist and Du Plessis (1985:145) further states that the miracles
are "parables in action". These are two aspects of Jesus'
ministry which are not separabli as two independent entities.
Miracles are signs of Jesus' compassion for suffering humanity.
We read that Jesus' miracles drew large numbers of people. The
reason is clear. Jesus did not merely want to show the people
that he could act powerfully but he wanted to exhibit God's
power, authority and compassion.
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We read that those who had faith was healed. Thus we can say
that it was in this manner that the Kingdom, though small, was
able to grow.
One has to be aware of the fact that there has been a number of
scholars who differed on the subject of Kingdom of God as a
present or future aspect.
Dodd, according to Norman Perrin (1963), believed in the
"realized eschalology". This perspective implies that the future
has already been realized in the present. This view is based on
the fact that Jesus was present on earth and that his
authoritative action and teaching were to disclose the present
aspects of the Kingdom of God. Dood (1938) refers to verses such
as Mk 12 : 28, Lk 10 : 9-11, Lk 11 : 31 etc. on which he bases
his arguments.
Theologians such as Kummel (1957) Jeremias (1954), Cadoux (1943),
Guy (1948), Hunter (1950), Taylor (1966, 1954) and Fuller (1954)
critisizes Dodd's (1938) arguments and states that the Kingdom
of God is both a future and present reality.
According to Deist and Du Plessis (1985 : 131) the kingdom has
a dual character, viz. present and future. One must attempt to
retain both. The ultimate idea, however, is that the kingdom of
God comprises the era which will only dawn once this world's time
has passed. An attempt to reconclle the two views is not









indeed show signs of
end of the world but




According to Deist and Du Plessis, the two does not have to be
reconciled.
"Applied concretely in our situation today it means that
the Kingdom of God as the sovereignty of God. means
especially his sovereignty in the eyes of the faithful over
sin, death and misery. This means that the believer can
experience this sovereignty in his present life although it
is still attended by conflict. He can however, also expect
it as a future, perfect and public realisation of what
might still be hidden now to the 'untrained', unbelieving
eye. In the coming of Jesus in his miracles, in his loving
compassion for the afflicted, his mingling with the
outcasts and the forgiveness of sinners, the kingdom has
already come and it will at the end come in perfection.
Thus the kingdom has actually come already (past), is still
coming (present) and will come one day (future).
Ultimately it is one coming and the present/future polarity
is probably false" (Deist & Du Plessis 1985 : 133).
Then in keeping with the views of Deist & Du Plessis, Mk 9 1
can suggest the final coming of the kingdom.
From this, we can state that there are certain conditions and
certain costs which we have to bear in order to enter into the
kingdom. In order to be disciples of Jesus and the kingdom of
God, we have to make sacrifices and give God the first priority
in our lives. If we give God this priority then the possibility
of being stumbling blocks to others will be eliminated. The last
verse i.e. 9 : 49 is made in relation to the saying "Have salt
in yourselves ... "(9 : 50).
In this pericope (9 : 42-50) Jesus lays down the principles for
entering into the Kingdom of God and therefore it is of
importance that we have "salt in ourselves". If this salt is not
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spread evenly as it does so in the process of cooking one's food,
then the Kingdom of God will not be proclaimed throughout the
world. The metaphorical use of "salt" in the expression "Have
salt in yourself", foregrounds the compatible features of salt.
Jesus reminds us that being a disciple for him means that one has
to be prepared to make sacrifices, to suffer, to be humble, to
be at peace with each other, with ourselves, etc. in order to
give taste (as salt) or in order for the Kingdom of God to be
proclaimed. The disciples here, are made aware of the fact that
although they are the chosen ones to spread the Gospel, they do
not have the authority to reject anyone - even children. The
children are a symbol of humbleness. Those who enter into the
kingdom must be humble like children, are reflected in the fact
that Jesus takes the children up in his arms (10:16). The pqint
stressed here is that Jesus has authority and no one else has
authority to turn anyone away from God's kingdom.
Perrin (1976 54) . finds two interesting parenetical sayings
which clarifies the disciple's relationship to the kingdom of
God as symbols:
"Luke 9 : 62 speaks of "being fit for the Kingdom of God";
Mark 10 15 of "receiving" and "entering" the Kingdom.
Kingdom being the symbol it is, the verbs used are
certainly to be understood metaphorically. One cannot "be
fit for" or "receive" or "enter" a symbol; one can only
respond in various ways to that which the symbol evokes, in
this instance the experience of God as King"
Mk 10:17-31 is also another illustration of the qualification one
has to have in order to enter into the Kingdom of God. Treasures
on earth was one of the material things which the rich man was
not able to give up. Thus, as disciples of Christ, one has to
3.2.2
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make sacrifices just as Jesus had done. He left his throne in
glory to come down to earth to become the suffering righteous one
who would die for man's sins. The~efore Jesus says that whatever
sacrifices you make will not go unheeded because you will receive
more when you are in the Kingdom of God.
The Kingdom of God metaphor in Mk 8 : 22 to 10 : 5~ is present
both in the macro and micro structure and thus appears as a
surface and suspended metaphor according to Miller's terms. As
such, all the practical teachings of Jesus must be seen as
comprising the "way of life" in the Kingdom of God.
Foregrounding as Extra-Patterning in
Mark 8 : 22 - 10:52
In order to establish the relevance of linguistic devices in
literary theory, a discussion on foregrounding as extra-
patterning is relevant for the interpretation of the text. In
this section parallels on the passion prediction and corrective
teachings will be discussed.
3.2.2.1 Parallelism
There are a number of parallels which can be identified in the
structure of this text. My discussion of parallels will be based
on the passion predictions and the corrective teachings found
immediately after the passion predictions.
3.2.2.2. Passion Predictions
"Son of man" is a compound metaphor. Some of the characteristics
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of a compound metaphor is that the vehicle can be independent,
it cart replace the suspended tenor in the macro-context and that
by literary strategies, it can serve as a "pointing formula".
It can also include demonstrative expressions, the definite
article, parallelism and opposition. The most important literary
signifiers in the "Son of man" titles are the article and
parallelisms.
Moule's (1978 : 16) discussion of the definite article in the
expression, the "Son of man" agrees with the research of namely
Brook-Rose that the demonstrative formula of the article
qualifies the Son of man as a compound metaphor. Moule (1978 :
16) refers to Dn 7 : 13 where the article is not used· before the
vehicle "Son of man". Moule refers to the use of "Son of man"
during the apocalyptic period where the article is used before
the vehicle. In Mk 14 : 62 the use of the article refers back
to the context of Dn 7 :13. Parallelisms are also a feature of
a compound metaphor. These parallelisms serves as pointing
formulae. Maartens (1986 : 91) describes the pointing character
of parallelism as follows:-
"Parallelisms of the suffering Son of man (Mk 8 : 31 ; 9 :
12 ; 31; 10 : 33 and 10 : 45) characterize the vehicle Son
of man as a composite i.e.compound metaphor. The function
of demonstrative formulae is to specify the submerged or
hidden tenor, namely the Messiahship of Jesus, within the
macro-context. The parallelisms of inter alia the handing
over formulae' (cf. Mk 8 : 31 ; 10 : 33), the antithesis
of suffering and exaltation (cf. Mk 8 : 31 ; 9 : 31 ; 10 :
34) the condemnation, rejection, mockery and decision of
the Son of man (cf. Mk 8 : 31; 10 33 and 34). These
pointing formulae particularize the meaning of the
suffering righteous one. The Son of man as composite
metaphor strengthens the central point of view on the re-
enactment of Jesus as the sUffering righteous one. As
composite metaphor which appears independently in the
context, the Son of man sayings interpret other Messianic
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titles. The Son of man re-interprets as tenor, the meaning
of the titles, Christ and Son of God. 11
The passion saying reach a climax in 10 : 45. The parallelisms
serve as demonstration formulae which specify the messiahship of
Jesus as a submerged tenor. The pointing formula Ilransom for
;
many 11 (Mk10 : 45) refers to the suffering servant in Is 53 : 10-
12 which counter-determines the messiahship of Jesus and the








And he began to teach them
that the Son of man must suffer many things A
403.2 And be rejected by the elders and chief priests B
and teachers of the law
403.3 And that he must be killed










because he was teaching his disciples
He said to them
The Son of man is going to be betrayed A
into the hands of Men.
449.2
449.3
They will kill him










We are going up to Jerusalem, he said
and the Son of man will be betrayed A
to the chief priests and teachers of the law B






and hand him over to the
And will mock him










493.9 Three days later he will rise. C
In examples 1, 2, and 3 the author combined the selected words
horizontally in the same sequence.
The parallels of the passion predictions are synonymous
parallelisms. The parallels may be represented in the following
symbols:
ABAC / ABAC/ ABAC
The A symbol represents the suffering of the Son of man.
The B symbol represents the rejection of Jesus.
The C symbol represents the resurrection of Jesus.
There is a change in tense in sentence 403.3 (i. e. must be
killed) and sentence 449.2 and 493.3 - 493.8 (they will kill
him). Sentence 493.3 - 493.8 contain new information. Thus, the
focus in this sentence now becomes the sufferings of Jesus.
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According to Taylor (1966 : 437) the third prophecy is in close
correspondence with the passion narrative (14 : 53 - 16 : 8).
3.2.2.1.2 Corrective Teaching
In Jesus' corrective t~aching of his disciples certain traits of
Jesus (especially "his way of life") is transferred to the
disciples. The"pointing formula" i.e. parallels on the passion
saying and the discipleship saying particularize discipleship.
The Kingdom and its compounds refer also to the disciples. In
Mark 4 the parables of the "growing seed" and "incompatible
grace" are Kingdom metaphors. The Kingdom is thus also a
metaphor of the love and faithfulness of his disciples. Thus the
Kingdom embraces two tenors. On the one hand it refers to the
"rule" of God, on the other hand it refers to the "faithfulness"
of disciples. The underlying sentence representing the symbolism








The Kingdom is the rule of God
~. ~
Vehicle tenor
The Kingdom is faithfulness (disciples)
. ~ ~
Vehicle tenor
The above two sentences demonstrate the two tenors which embrace
the Kingdom metaphors in the Gospel of Mark. We find that in
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Mark 1 : 8 ; 21 the "rule of God" i.e. tenor A is dominant within
the frame of reference. While, tenor B i.e. the faithfulness of
the disciples are made explicit in Mark 8 : 22 - 10 : 52.
In the above sentences it has been established that the
tenor/vehicle relationship is a relationship of identification.
The disciples must identify with the sufferings of Jesus. Jesus
even in his sUfferings was faithful to the rule of God and
likewise the disciples have to be faithful. In the interplay
between tenor and vehicle the semantic features which the vehicle
transfers to the tenor are (faithfulness), (suffering),
(righteous), (humbleness), (humiliation), (rejection), etc. The
most important semantic feature activated by the interaction of
tenor and vehicle in Mk 8 22 - 10 52 is (suffering), and
(faithfulness). Suffering is the result of "true discipleship"
which is a form of identification with Jesus. Being faithful
to the "rule of God" is also a form of identification with Jesus.
Thus, these semantic features comprise the tertium comparationis
(Glaser 1971 : 273) within the interrelated "system of associated
common places" (Black 1962 : 40) between tenor (= Disciples) and
vehicle (=Jesus). The main emphasis is on suffering. Secondly,
the corrective teachings which follow the sayings on suffering,
foregrounds the righteous conduct of the disciples, i.e. conduct
under the rule of God.
In the parallels that are discussed below the tenor and the
vehicle are temporarily suspended. The tenor is replaced with
"anyone" and "whoever." The 1 t t (rep acemen erm Brook-Rose) for
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the vehicle is "me" (=Jesus). The sufferings of the disciples
must be rejection, denying oneself, taking up his cross, losing
one's life and to be a servant of all. (This idea of the
suffering disciple is discussed in greater detail in chapter
four) .
Example : 4





If anyone would come after me
he must deny himself







408.2 For whoever wants to save his life A
will lose it B-
BJ408.3 . But whoever loses his life for
me and the Gospel
will save it/. A---'
In example 4 the order of the words are in a syntagmatical
sequence.
The parallels here may be symbolically represented as follows:
ABBA / ABBA
This is a chiastic parallel because the second conjunctive
sentence have an inverted word order. However, in sentence 408.2
and 408.3 we have an antithetical chiastic parallel. Here, the
author uses antonyms whereby the second conjunctive parallel
go
sentence results in antithetical parallelism.
Sentence 408 : 1.3 "follow me" (~koloutheuto) is a replacement
term (Brook-Rose) for" come after me" elthein (sentence 408.1).
Sentence 408.1.2. "take up his cross" ~rto ton stauron ~utou is
also a replacement term for "deny himself" (sentence 408.1.1.).
Thus, we can state that following Jesus means that one has to
walk the road that Jesus walks. The act of denying oneself
automatically results in one taking up one's cross.
Example : 5
Mark 9 : 35
456.1 If anyone wants to be first
he must be the last





Mark 10 . 44.




must be your servant B~I I
501. 5 Whoever wants to be first AJJ
I
must be slave of all B-1
Sentence 456.1 in Jakobson's terms (1966 : 412) may be called a
"double parallelism".
parallelism.
This sentence exhibits a chiastic
Jakobson terms this as incomplete parallelism which deletes
redundant constituents (in this case - "slave of all"). The
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incomplete (also elliptical) parallelism supplies the antithesis,
which completes the symmetrical structure of double parallelisms.
(The connecting lines in the right margin symbolise the
"
symmetrical structure of double parallelism) .
Antithetical parallel isms occur in both 9 35 and 10 44.
Symbolically they may be represented as follows: ABB / ABAB.
Here, Jesus teaches his disciples that those who want to be great
must be a slave and those who want to be first must be last.
The corrective teaching of being a slave and servant of all
reaches its climax in 10 : 45 where Jesus says "the Son of man
did not come to be served but to serve, and to give his life as
a ransom for many".
Jesus' corrective teachings were of a practical nature. He did
not only speak about certain aspects of discipleship but he also
practiced them.
3.3 Structuring Principles of Prose Composition in
Mark 8 : 22 - 10 : 52
The following four aspects illustrate the structuring principles
of prose composition in Mk8 : 22 - 10 : 52.
3.3.1 Additive Events
In Mk 9 : 2-13 we find the transfiguration narrative. In order
to understand this pericope in terms of the structuring
principles of prose composition, the transfiguration narrative
must not be seen as a resurrection account. Certain scholars
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(e.g. T J Weeden) have argued that the transfiguration narrative
was originally a resurrection account. Stein (1976 : 79) states
that certain scholars argued that "Mark had purposely transferred
the story which was originally a pre-marcan resurrection
There is a
account, to that of a transfiguration story".
The transfiguration narrative acts as a confirmation of ,Jesus'
passion prediction which is announced in 8 : 31.
continued repetition of the disciples' misunderstanding of who
Jesus really is (eg. 8 ; 32, 21 ; 9 : 32, 38-41, etc). These
repetative misunderstandings foregrounds the disciples
inability/unwillingness to accept Jesus for what he is. Lane
(1974) states that the transfiguration was an act which declared
the "sohship" of Jesus. L'ammert (1970) defines the additive
event as a device which expands the main narrative event. It is
a seemingly incoherent variety of other narrative events which
are added (refer to 2.3.3.1 for further explanation of
definition). This radical event is used to show Jesus' authority
on the one hand and to highlight the blindness and
shortsightedness of the disciples once again. Lane (1974 : 319)
states that:
"Mark evidently regarded Jesus' announcement of his
approaching suffering as the preparation required for
witnessing the disclosure of Christ's true character. In
this way the suffering and glorification of Jesus are as
intimately associated at the beginning of th~ narrative as
at its close when Jesus speaks of the Son of man as an
object of contempt (9 : 12)".
The narrative unit on "causing to sin" in Mk 9 42-50 is also
an additive device of prose composition. In 9 2 Jesus talks
about little children who believe in him and the consequences "if
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one causes the~e children to sin". The narrative then continues
with the entering of the Kingdom of God. According to the
definition of additive devices, these events are supposed to'be
answers to the real-life questions which are found in 8 : 48-50.
An important additive feature which forcefully combines the
narrative unit as found in 9 : 50: "Have salt in yourselves" and
"be at peace with each other". This verse links this narrative




as the way Jesus answers the Pharisees, his authority - even over
and above the Law, is clearly manifested. This correlates with
other references to his authority.
The two groups of correlative devices in Mk 8 27-10: 52 are
the passion predictions (8 : 31 ; 9 : 31; 10 33-34) and the
"call to discipleship" or corrective teachings (8 ; 34-35 ; 9 :
35 and 10 : 31 & 44). This has already been discussed under the
heading, Foregrounding as extra-patterning in 3.2.2.1. However,
the point I want to discuss here is whether it functions as a
retardation device or as a tension generator.
The fact that the parallel corrective teachings follow the
equally parallel passion predictions, cause them (i. e. / the
corrective teachings) to function as tension generators.
1. 8 31 is the main event which is followed by the
corrective teaching found in 8 : 34-35.
2. 9: 31 is the main event i.e. the passion prediction, which
is followed by the corrective teaching in 9 : 35.
In the third passion sayings the statement correlates with other
predictions. The fact that Jesus mentions his going to
Jerusalem, brings the tension to a climax. The third passion
therefore, does not function as a retardation device, but speeds
up the narrative. Thereafter, we have again another corrective
teaching in 10 44 which once again creates tension which
reaches its climax in 10 45. The tension created by the
passion prediction is finally fulfilled in the third section in
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the Gospel of Mark (i.e. Chapters 11-16) .
3.3.2 Allegorising of Main Events
Achtemeier (1978 : 115) draws a contrast between Mark and Luke's
relationship to faith and disciples.
follows:-
His explanation is as
"In contrast to Luke, Mark does not hold the view that
miracles sustain a positive relation to faith and
discipleship. He does not therefore treat the story as a
call to discipleship based on miracle. Rather,· he takes
such a story from tradition and adapts it to his own
purposes: persistent faith as necessary preparation for
the passion and physical blindness as a symbol of the
disciples' inability to understand."
The allegory in this structure is found in 8 : 22-26 - and 10 :
46-52 - the healing of the blind men. The first healing occurs
in two stages. This healing/miracle allegorizes the blindness
of the disciples and their inability to understand. Derrett
(1982) states that the blindness of the man is due to an evil
spirit and the healing occurs in two stages because he has a
stubborn spirit. One could then consider the disciples and state
that due to their in depth expectation of an earthly messiah,
king and liberator they thus cannot understand or are blind to
the teachings of the "suffering righteous one".
The two healing stories function as allegories of the disciples'
blindness. In the first, the idea of progressive healing
signifies the possibility of the disciples progressive
understanding of the significance of Jesus' teachings. In the
second the fact that the blind man's faith is mentioned and also
that he follows Jesus after the healing, allegorize the faith and
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following expected of a disciple.
3.3.2.2 Contrastive Events
The healing of the Blind Man at Bethsaida and the heali?g of
blind Bartimaeus can be compared because both miracles are
performed on blind men. The differences between the two miracles
are as follows:-
1. - In 8 : 22-26 the healing is a two stage cure
In 10 : 46-52 the man is healed instantly.
The two stage cure allegorically refers to the stages in the
disciples understanding of who Jesus was.
2 . The Man of Bethsaida does not follow Jesus; Bartimaeus
follows Jesus on the way to Jerusalem.
As a conclusion to the whole section of Mk 8 : 22 -10 : 52 the
idea of following is foregrounded. As such it summarizes the
basic attitude of the disciples to follow Jesus viz. in living
under the rule of God.
3. In 8 : 22-26 Jesus lays hands on the Blind man's eyes in
order to restore his sight and there is no mention of his
faith.
In 10 : 46-52 Jesus does not lay hands on Bartimaeus' eyes
but through falth he is healed.
Together with the references to "following" (see 2 above) faith
likewise functions as a contrastive device in reference to the
attitude of the disciple towards Jesus. Faith which heals
especially of spiritual blindness, comprises committed life under
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the rule of God. As such it comprises a committment to live
according to all the principles which Jesus symbolizes.
The willingness of blind Bartimaeus to follow Jesus can also be
contrasted with the rich man in Mk 10 : 17-31. The rich man was
unwilling to sell all his material possessions in order to have
eternal life/follow Jesus. But here (10 : 46-52) we have a man
who immediately at the call of Jesus, , cast off his· cloak'
(10:50), received healing and followed Jesus.
This concludes my discussion on the prose composition devices and
theoretically - founded exegesis. The next chapter deals with
the nature of discipleship in 8 : 22 - 10 : 52.
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CHAPTER F 0 U R
4. DISCIPLESHIP IN MARK 8 : 22 - 10 : 52
The theme of discipleship occupies a central place in Mk8 : 22 -
10 : 52. According to Meye (1968 115) lithe disciples occupy
a central place in the entire course of the second Gospel ll . The
twelve are the group of people who are with Jesus and they are
the lI authorative witnesses ll .
lilt is particularly important t~ note that it is either the
Twelve or a group within the Twelve, who are visible and
dominant in the entire narrative. The Twelve are the full
company of disciples (3:13ff), they walk with Jesus on the
way to the cross (9 : 35) ; 10 : 32), eat the Last Supper
in view of the cross with him (14 17ff) and are the
witnesses of the resurrection (14 : 27 ; cf 16 : 7). There
seems to be no place in the narrative in which the Marcan
conception of discipleship as the appointment of the
Twelve, their presence with Jesus on the way of the Cross,
and their presence with Jesus in the last hours goes beyond
the bounds of Twelveshipll (Meye 1968 : 115).
Jesus' first public activity consisted of the calling of the
twelve (1 : 16-20). In the Marcan call narrative Jesus takes the
initiative in the calling of the disciples. Jesus called the
disciples and they immediately leave their occupation and
families to follow Him. Jesus offers them a new teaching
(1: 28).
Mark creates a picture of Jesus as having a positive concern for
mankind. Jesus does not regard the twelve whom he has called as
more important than ordinary people. His followers also did not
consist only of an ordinary group of disciples (the twelve).
There is evidence t~at large groups of people IIfollowed" Jesus.
Therefore, we can state that Jesus regarded his disciples as
those who likewise (just as he did) has to show the same positive
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concern and must have the same attitude to all people. The task
of being a disciple of Jesus was not simply hearing the summons
of Jesus. The disciples also had to summon people to conversion,
to heal the sick and to cast out demons (Mk 3 : 16). In fact,
the disciples who were called to follow Jesus had to imitate the
pattern of His life and not just walk after him.
. Akolouthein is the Greek term for "to follow" . In Mk 1 : 18
this verb describes the disciples' spontaneous reaction to Jesus'
call. This makes it clear that their primary activity consisted
of a following and especially being with Jesus. In the Marcan
narrative the primary characterization of discipleship is "being
with Jesus" (3 : 14). "Being with Jesus" means that one sees the
work of Jesus, hears the words of Jesus and is a prime witness
to the ministry of Jesus to the multitudes. Meye (1968 : 103)
states that the disciples are "passive receptors" as they follow
Jesus in all his ways.
The uniqueness of this "call to discipleship" is that the
disciples are given the secret of the Kingdom of God, viz. the
disciples have to be subjected to the rule of God. Firstly,
Jesus himself as authoritative representative of God (1 : 11 and
9 : 7) is given to the disciples (cf. e.g. 1 : 21-28 ;
2 : 1-12; 4: 35-41). Secondly Jesus is the parable which sets
the examples which the disciples follow (8 31-38). The
disciples have to conform to the "way" and "mind" of Jesus. The
effect which Jesus' presence has on his followers and especially
the fact that they have to follow him compels them to become
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conformed to his teaching. Mark 8 : 34 ; 9 : 34 and 10 : 38-45
defines the way of the disciple as the way of the cross.
Mark uses the Greek term ochlos, to identify the crowd or
multitude following Jesus. This noun is used 37 times in the
narrative of Jesus' ministry. Malbon (1986) states that the
crowds are portrayed as having a negative and positive
relationship with Jesus. This "serves to complement the
disciples in the composite portrait of followers of Jesus". Twice
(in Mk 7 : 14 and 8 : 34) we read that Jesus calls the disciples
as well as the crowds together. This is an indication that Jesus
expected the crowds to behave and to follow in the same way that
the disciples do. We also read in 15 : 40-41 that women too
were part of the crowd which followed Jesus.
As I have mentioned previously, the theme of discipleship cannot
be limited to the "twelve" only. Those who followed (i.e. the
crowds and multitudes) were regarded as disciples as well.
Typical examples of ~kolouthein in terms of "to follow" or not
to follow are as follows: in 9 : 38-41, John reports to Jesus
that they forbade a man from casting out demons in the name of
Jesus because "he was not following"; the unwillingness of the
rich man (10 : 21 another type of'akolouthein) to sell his riches
prevents him from following Jesus; in 10 : 52 the willingness
of Bartimaeus to follow Jesus is seen in direct contrast to
10 : 21.
Thus one can say that to follow Jesus means to follow
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·unconditionally as well as to love unconditionally. Freyne
(1982 : 334) describes the nature of following as follows:
"We are now in a much better position to understand why the
shift from "following" to being with him as descriptive of
authentic discipleship had taken place - following is not
intended to be blind obedience but the result of deep
understanding that is given rather than acquired."
4.1 The "Call to Discipleship" as a Literary Correlative of the
Passion Sayings in Mark 8 : 22 - 10 : 52.
"Being with Him" suggests that the relationship with Jesus was
static and a "one way relationship". Jesus taught his disciples
not only in words but also with actions. When the disciples did
not understand, they became afraid (8 : 32 ; 10 : 32, etc.) or
"dJscussed amongst themselves" or "were astonished" or "amazed"
(10 : 32, 10 : 24). Although the disciples followed Jesus, in
the end the relationship seems to be a failure. They do not only
misunderstand him, but he is also betrayed by Judas, denied by
Peter while the remainder of the disciples fled from him.
Mark depicts the disciples "on the way" as reluctant disciples.
The turning around of Jesus in Mk 8 33 ("Jesus turned and
looked at his disciples" ) when he was about to rebuke Peter can
be an indication that Peter is not the only one who rejected
Jesus or possibly Jesus wanted to prevent the remainder of the
disciples to reject him.Peter's declaration (8 : 29)
"You are the Christ" is a direct contradiction to his rebuke by
Jesus in 8 : 33. Peter's misunderstanding inherent in the rebuke
shows this conception of Jesus' Messiahship to be false although
his confession of Jesus is ironically true. Peter's declaration
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in 8 : 29 is the first signpost on the way of the predictions of
the suffering and rising Son of man.
Peter's declaration "You are the Christ" (8 ; 29) prompts the
first passion prediction. Jesus does not even use Peter's term
'Christ'in the passion prediction. Jesus uses the term "Son of
man". The passion prediction is good news but it is so foreign
to his disciples that they do not understand. Jesus pronounces
the passion predictions to his disciples only. When he gives them
a corrective teaching he calls the crowds together as well.
Smith (1989 : 173) states that
"The first passion prediction works as effectively as
anything in the Gospel and it is designed to be
unleashed at the very moment the disciples least
expect it. It also provides the opportunity for
further foreshadowing for it is at this point that we
are introduced to a new, composite group, the elders,
chief priests and scribes an alliance whose
involvement in the action is to increase as the story
continues to unfold".
The corrective teaching given in 8 : 34ff is a paradox. One has
to deny oneself first. This is the most important feature. Self
has to die first. This creates a parallel with Christ who has
left his throne in Glory to come down to earth in the human form.
Thereafter, as a disciple, one has to take up the cross. This
taking up of the cross symbolizes the dying of self and actually
becoming like Jesus. Freyne (1982) terms this paradox of U saving
ones life to lose it" and vice-versa as a teaching that has a
touch of black comedy.
The second passion prediction contains the same content as the
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first but varies in detail. The signpost which triggers the
second passion prediction is the inability of the disciples to
cast out the evil spirit from the boy (9 : 14-29). In the second
passioQ prediction the privacy of Jesus and his disciples become
distinct. "He was passing through Galilee and he would not have
anyone known it" (9: 30). The passion prediction was announced
only to his disciples. Smith (1989 : 173) states the following:-
"The second passion prediction (9 : 31) serves to form
an ' inclusion' (loosely-termed) with the first
delineating the sojourn of Jesus in the north, and
marking the beginning of the journey southward towards
Jerusalem and the cross"
Once again a note of irony is noted after the pronouncement of
the passion by Jesus. The ironical point is that the disciples
avoid any form of discussion on suffering but bicker about
questions of precedence in the community. Once again we notice
that the corrective teaching given after the prediction is a
paradox. "If anyone would, be first he must be last of all and
servant of all" (9 : 35).
The signpost that triggers the third passion prediction is the
disciples' amazement (10 26) and question of "who can be
saved?". Throughout Mark ie. 8 : 22 - 10 : 52 we read of "the
way" but only in 10 : 32 is the reader made aware of the fact
that "on the way" signifies a journey towards Jerusalem.
According to Taylor (1966) the third passion prediction describes
the actual order of which the passion event did occurr. After
this prediction we do not have the reactions of the disciples
recorded but we read of the requests of James and John .. This
demonstrates how much Jesus and the disciples have been at cross-
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purposes from the start. "To sit one on the left and one on the
right" according to Freyne (1982) is another touch of black
comedy, used by Mark. This is also found in 15 : 27. (Jesus
crucified with the two thieves one on the left and one on the
right) .
"Drinking from my Cup" (10 : 38-40) gives their request to be
seated with him in glory a new sinister aspect" (Freyne 1982 :
337) . The indignation of the twelve results in the third
corrective teaching which again is a paradox. "Whoever wants to
be great among you must be your servant and whoever wants to be
first must be slave of all". (10 : 43-44).
The teachings given by Jesus to the disciples after the passion
announcements reach their climax in 10 : 45. "For even the Son
of man did not come to be served but to serve and to give his
life as a ransom for many." Jesus' death is a service to God and
a vicarious death in virtue of which man is released of his sins.
This verse expresses the element of self sacrifice and obedience
to the will of God by Jesus. This is what Jesus requires from
his disciples. Lane (1974 : 383) describes it as follows:
"The ransom metaphor sums up the purpose for which Jesus
gave his life and defines the complete expression of his
service. The prevailing notion behind the metaphor is that
of deliverance by purchase, whether a prisoner of wa~, a
slave or a forfeited life is the object to be delivered".
To summarize the correlation between the passion predictions and
"the call to discipleship" /corrective teachings one can state
that there is a definite sequence of pattern which the evangelist
uses. Firstly, Jesus pronounces the passion which is triggered
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by a signpost from the disciples. Secondly, the reaction of the
disciples which is ironical follows and thirdly, the paradoxical
corrective teaching given by Jesus concludes the pattern. The
three above mentioned points create a parallel between the three
passion predictions and a parallel between the three corrective
teachings.
4.2 "Discipleship" against the background of "The Suffering
Righteous One/Servant" a Counter-Determiming Context
Jesus Christ must suffer and be rejected (8 : 31 ; 9 ; 31 ; 10
: 33-34). There is a notable difference between suffering and
rejection. If Jesus had only gone through the humiliation of
suffering and not rejection then he most probably would have been
exalted as the Messiah. In the passion, however, Jesus is the
rejected Messiah. This rejection of Jesus by the people then
results in Jesus being robbed of the glory during the time of the
passion. The metaphoric cross which Jesus has to bear, is summed
up in the rejection and suffering of Jesus. The suffering and
rejection of Jesus was the will of God. It was a necessity (use
of dei in 8 : 31).
The sayings concerning the suffering Son of man is found only in
the second part of the Gospel of Mark after the confession of
Peter in 8 : 27ff. They occur in two sections only i.e. 8 : 27 -
10 52 and 14 1-42. "These sections have the parallel
function in the composition of the Gospel of leading up to the
passion narrative". (Todt, 1965 : 145). It is also interesting
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to note that Jesus was not the only one who had to suffer (9
12 10: 35ff) but the disciples themselves had to suffer
(8 34ff)
If one was to attempt to prevent Jesus from his sUffering,
even as Peter rebuked Christ in 8 : 32, it would be considered
as the work of the devil. Peter's rebuke in 8 : 32 shows that
as a disciple of Jesus he was unwilling to suffer. Thus, Jesus
makes it clear to his disciples that the suffering applies not
only to himself but also to them also (8: 34f) Jesus would not
be recognised as Christ if he had not gone through the
humiliation of suffering and rejection. Likewise, the disciple
cannot be a disciple for Christ if he does not follow the way of
suffering, rejection and the crucifixion. Discipleship then
means adherence and submission to the law of Christ which is the
law of the cross.
Perrin (1974 : 84) states:
"To him (Mark) we owe the general picture we have from the
Gospel that 'Son of man' is Jesus' favourite self
designation and that Jesus used it to teach his disciples
to understand both the true nature of his Messiahship as
including suffering and· glory, and the true nature of
Christian discipleship as the way to glory through
suffering".
According to Maartens (1986 : 82),
"The correlation of the Son of man and the suffering
righteous one is characteristic of the Gospel of Mark.
The vindication motif of the sUffering righteous one is of
essential importance for the central direction of the
Gospel".
Large sections of the passion narratives are related to the Old
Testament. There is evidence in the Old Testament which provides
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a background and framework for the crucifixion. Vorster (1983
134) notes the following Old Testament references that are
relevant for the conventions of the suffering righteous one.
"Ps 22 ; 38, 69, as well as Am 8 : 9 (Ps 22 : 2 in 15, 34,
22 : 8b in 15 : 29 ; 22 : 19 in 15 : 24 ,; Ps 38 : 12 in 15
: 40 Ps 69 : 22b i 15: 36 ; Am 8: 9 in 15 : 33). The
reference to Isaiah 53 12 is a later interpolation.
Significantly, it is the Psalms of Lament that serve here
as a background. Yet this is understandable, seeing that
these are psalms of a righteous person who is suffering.
And this is precisely one of the things Mark emphasizes in
his message that Jesus the Son of God has to suffer as a
righteous man".
Maartens (1986) explanation also mentions that:
"Kleinknecht (1981 : 40) illustrates a chiastic correlation
of the themes vicariousness and exhaltation in the text of
Is 52 13 - 53 12. The suffering servant therefore
belongs inseparably to the conventions of the suffering
one. Besides, the Gospel of Mark, the motif of suffering
servant is used to specify the central direction of the
gospel on Jesus, the suffering righteous one. The Gospel
of Mark does not have quotations from Isaiah only some
references. The suffering servant is a consequence, a
suspended tenor which is recoverable only through some
references from the context. Possible references to the
suffering servant are spread throughout the Macro-context
of Mark in the following texts : 1 : 11 ; 8 : 31 ; 9 : 7 ;
12: 32; 14; 7; 8,12,24,49,65,15,27 and 32.
The passion predictions (8 31 ; 9 : 12 ; 31 ; 10 : 33 and 34)
are linguistically dependent on Isaiah 53. The themes of Is 53
are that of the 'vicarious' death, the reconciliation by the
suffering servant and ' exaltation' of the suffering servant.
Isaiah 53 distinguishes the atonement theme of the suffering
righteous one. Mark 10 45 is the atonement theme in the
Gospel. The atonement theme 10 : 45 highlights Jesus Messianic
calling. Jesus is more than the suffering righteous one. Jesus
is the suffering servant. He is the Messiah because His death
atones for man's sins.
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R P Martin (1972) states that the setting of 10 : 45 is very
important. In 10 35ff we read of the disciples minds being
filled with thoughts of earthly greatness and earlier on in 9
33f they argued about the position of rank. Mk 10 : 42ff is a
sharp rebuke by Jesus and a lesson for them in terms of what
would take place i.e. the crucifixion. Jesus had to prepare his
disciples for what awaited them. He taught them privately about
the passion predictions in 8 : 31 , 9 : 31 , 10 : 33-34. They
did not however understand anything and continued to bicker
amongst themselves.
mission entails (10
Finally he tells them clearly what his
45). Here the key word "Son of man" is
defined in terms which foregrounding the theme of teaching. For
the disciples and the community, following Jesus in service, even
unto death, entails suffering and following through suffering"
(Todt 1965 : 145).
In this section of 8 : 22 - 10 : 52 the disciples follow Jesus
after the announcements of the suffering. They continue to be
with Jesus when he stresses the coming of kingdom which is
promised to those who follow (9 : 1; 10: 15 ; 17).
Todt (1965 146) expresses the discipleship against the
background of the suffering righteous one as follows:-
. "Thus for Mark there is a fixed connexion between the
disciples following and entering into the basileia. In
this way the evangelist leads the reader from Mark 8 ; 31
to 8 ; 38 and 9 : 1. He first guides the view towards the
Son of man' s ~uffering. then to the disciples following
through sufferlng and flnally to the future participation
in the glory of the transcendent Son of man".
Todt further states the 8 : 31 and 8 : 38 are connected by the
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fact that the disciples. follow Jesus. This procedure corresponds
with the fact that the Son of man sayings contain sayings on
confessing and dying.
It is interesting to note that Chapter 11-13 of the Gospel of
Mark do not mention the suffering of the Son of man. The section
on the teaching and the disciples have been concluded and the
focus is entirely on the entry into· Jerusalem and other
predominant concerns.
Discipleship, then as a counter-determining context (Weinrich
1967), for the suffering righteous one means that though the
disciple may lac.k faith and may even acknowledge this as a
failure on his/her part as he/she is still obliged to take up
his/her cross daily (8 : 34). Taking up one's cross daily is not
to be understood in a literal sense. The metaphorical meaning
to this is that one must be prepared to undergo persecution and
suffering. If the disciple focuses on Jesus then the pain and
sufferings of his/her own crosses cease to exist. The cross
means the sharing and suffering of Christ to the very end. Only
a true disciple can experience the true meaning of the cross.
In order to follow Christ as a disciple, one must be prepared to
lose one's life in order to save one's life. This is the genuine
discipleship. Here the disciple acknowledges and allows self to
die. When the old man is dead i.e. the self, then suffering and
rejection becomes the important requirements for true
discipleship. A refusal to take up one's cross on the other
hand, however, becomes a symbol of one being ashamed of Christ.
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And, being ashamed of Christ makes one an opponent of Christ.
As a disciple one has to identify with the suffering and death
of Jesus. Discipleship of Jesus means the abandonment of self
and the acceptance of the loss of self in the identification with
the death of Jesus. To deny oneself is to acknowledge Christ
only and not self. It means to follow the one in front of you.
It means that constantly one is in the presence of Jesus. The
road in front of you does not seem to be difficult anymore
because what better way could one tread than in the footsteps of
the Master.
True disciples do not die with Jesus. Those who die, die as a
result of the fact that they cannot follow (e.g. Judas Ischariot
died because he betrayed Jesus). Judas Ischariot was unwilling
to follow the road of suffering to the very end. In fact, the
old man in Judas did not die with the result that he submitted
to his material instincts and political aspirations and betrayed
Jesus. The rich man as well did not follow Jesus to the road of
suffering because he was unwilling to allow the old man in
himself to die.
Discipleship involves a personal decision and commitment to
follow Jesus. It is only in the community that genuine
dicipleship can be carried out. As a disciple one must be
prepared to be last instead of first and to be servant to all.
(9 : 35) As a disciple, position and rank should be the least
important point in one's life. The focal point should be the
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exhaltation of Jesus and to spread this throughout the community.
Disciples of Jesus must be able to accept the lowest and meekest
of all kinds of people, irrespective of colour, creed or kind.
They do not have authority to reject or rebuke anyone ~ even a
little child (9 : 37).
As disciples of Jesus, one must be prepared to continue with the
proclamation of the kingdom although even when one is confronted
with opposition. Despite opposition, Jesus taught His disciples
and multitudes. It is especially in the presence of the
opposition that he taught even those who sought to kill him. It
was also in this manner that the Gospel of Jesus was preached.
In his suffering Jesus was separated from communing with God.
In the hours of his agony, suffering and especially during' the
crucifixion, he was alone. He takes on the suffering of the
whole world and drinks his cup to the very end. He therefore
suffers vicariously for the whole world. Jesus' suffering brings
redemption to the whole world whereby it become? the only way
that man sins are atoned for.
For a disciple SUffering does not mean being separated from
communion with God but rather, suffering is the form of
fellowship one encounters with Christ.
The disciple is a servant of God. As a servant he has to be
humble and to follow the new way of living. Disciples must be
prepared to be ridiculed, mocked at, spat at and most important
of all is made righteous by the merciful grace of God.
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CHAPTER F I V E
5.CHRISTOLOGY AND DISCIPLESHIP AS LITERARY CORRELATIVES IN
MARK 8 : 22 - 10 : 52
There are a number of christological titles which the evangelist,
Mark, uses when referring to Jesus. From the very beginning of the
Gospel i.e. 1 : 1 through to 15 : 39, christological titles are
used. Maartens (1986 : 83) states that:
"the distribution of christological titles ,takes place in
correlation with the central direction of the Gospel: a high
frequency of titles appears at the beginning of the Gospel in
the prologue (cf also Mk 2 10 and 28), the Caesarea-
Philippi confession (Mk 8 : 27ff) the passion sayings
(Mk 8 : 31 and par also 10 : 45), the prophetic dis90urse (Mk
13) and the trial of Jesus."
Maartens (1986 : 90) further elaborates that:
"The Messiahship of Jesus is the proper point of reference" for
the christological titles. As it appears from among other
texts, in Mk 9 9 the messianic authority of Jesus is
temporarily submerged in His crucifixion and the resurrection
in the macro-context of the Gospel. In literary theory the
tenor of a suspended metaphor is always recoverable from the
context, as Ingendahl (1971 : 44) showed. A tenor which is
temporarily submerged can enter into the macro-context in
reciprocal interaction by means of a chain of vehicles.
Miller (1971 31) calls a metaphor which constructs a
relationship with a chain of vehicles a compound metaphor.
The chain of vehicles which is distributed through the macro-
context anticipates and particularizes the meaning of the
submerged tenor."
The identification of Jesus can be seen with reference to a chain'
of messianic titles such as 'Christ' , Son of God' and 'Son of
man' in the Gospel of Mark. These above mentioned titles are all
vehicles which refer to the messiahship of Jesus and are
temporarily suspended. According to Brook-Rose (1958 :19) these
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vehicles can be termed as replacement metaphors. Maartens (1986
90) gives the following examples:-
"The Son of man in Mk 8 : 31 replaces the title of Christ used
by Peter in Mk 8 29 in the capacity as the suffering
righteous one. The popular messianic confession of Peter (Mk
8 : 29) is re-interpreted with a 'true christology' (Perrin)
of the Son of man. Formulae such as "handed over" ~Mk 8 : -31
etc.) "must suffer much" and "be treated with contempt" (9 :
12) and "a ransom for many" (Mk 10 : 45) refer to the counter-
determining context of the suffering righteous one".
Maartens (1986) explains further that titles such as Christ and Son
of God in Mk 14 61 are replacement metaphors of "Son of the
Bles~ed" which defines the messianic title "Son of God".
Ingendahl (1971 : 44) states that a vehicle which sometimes stands·
independent can also appear as a tenor for other vehicles. This is
applicable to the Son of man in 8 : 31 and 14 : 62. In
8 31 the Christ title stands in the reciprocal exchange
relationship with the suffering righteous one which forms the
counter-determining context of the metaphor. In 14 : 62 the titles
"Christ" and "Son of God" are expressions of the messianic
expectations that are counter-determined by the meaning of the
eschatological Son of man.
According to Perrin (1974 113) Mark uses christological titles
such as "Christ" and "Son of God" to establish "rapport with his
readers". He (i.e. Mark) then uses these titles to reinterpret and
to give content to these titles by making use of "the Son of man".
Perrin (1974 : 13) further elaborates that "Son of man" is "not a
proper christological title but only becomes one as Mark uses it".
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In relation to the christology titles, the 'Son of man' would
therefore become the tenor of the sentence. The tenor or the
proper term (Brooke-Rose 1958 : 9) for the christology titles would
be Christ and Son of God.
There are a number of references to Christ found in the Gospel of
Mark. They are 1 : 1 ; 8 : 29 9 : 41 ; 12 : 35 ; 13 : 21 ;
14 61 ; 15 : 32. From the above mentioned verses only three
relevant verses will be discussed. Perrin explains the relevance
of these verses as follows: (1974 114) :
"1 : 1 is the superscription defining the whole work as the
'Gospel of Jesus Christ' ; 8 29 is the confession at
Caesarea Philippi ; and 14 : 61 is the High Priest's question
at the trial. In 1 : 1 the title is associated with Son of
God in some textual traditions; in 8 : 29 and
14 : 61 it is immediately interpreted by use of 'Son of man'.
Mark 8 : 29 is a false use of Christ which is immediately followed
by 8 31 where the title Son of man is used as a correction for 8
: 29. Mark 13 : 21 refers to false Christs which is again followed
and reinterpreted by Son of man in 14 : 61. In 15 : 32 Jesus is
mocked. In Mk 15 39 we find the only true christological
confession of Jesus by a human and that by a Roman centurion!:
"Truly this was the Son of God".
"Son of God" appears six or seven times in Mark and is an important
title in Mark. We read of the title "Son of God" in the following
references: 1 : 11 - the baptism: "This is My beloved Son in
whom I am well pleased"; 9: 7 - the transfiguration: "This is my
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Son whom I love". Twice the title "Son of God" appears on the lips
of demons: 3: 11 and 5 : 7. "Son of God" is again linked with
"Christ" in the High"Priest's question in 14 : 61. Mark 15 : 39 is
the confession by the Roman Centurion and a climax for Mark.
The title "Christ" appears seven times in Mark and the title "Son
of God" appears six times. Thus we can state that the evangelist
uses the title "Son of man" (which appears approximately 14 times -
2 : 10 ; 2 : 28 ; 8 : 31, 9 : 9 ; 9 : 12 ; 9 : 31 ; 10 : 33 ; 10
: 45 ; 13 : 26 ; 14 21' (twice) 14 : 41 ; 14 : 62) more frequently
then "Christ" or "Son of God".
From this discussion of Mark's christology, it is evident
"that he (i.e. Mark) uses Christ and Son of God to establish
rapport with his readers and Son of man to interpret and give
content to those titles" (Perrin 1974 : 121).
5.1 True Christology opposed to "False Christology"
According to Perrin (1974) the purpose of the Gospel of Mark is
christological. He states that Mark is concerned with the
correction of the "false christology" which was prevalent in the
church and that he (Mark) was concerned with the teaching of "true
christology" and what consequences this "true christology" had on
discipleship.
Peter's confession in 8 : 27ff of Jesus being the Christ, exhibits
a false understanding. Peter's conc~ption of Christ at this point
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is a presupposition of "false christology" which we are made aware
of by Jesus calling Peter Satan in 8 : 33. Peter's identification
of Christ is a misconception which results in Jesus' teaching of
the "true christology" in 8 : 31. Perrin (1974) states that the
Son of man formula is used to designate true christology. The term
Son of man is never found in Mark except on the lips of Jesus.
According to Weeden (1968 : 67) Peter's confession "must have grown
out of a recognition of the nature of Jesus revealed to the
disciples (and to the reader) prior to the confession". Mark 3 :
7-12 is a narration of a number of miracle stories in which Jesus
is characterized as a Hellenistic theios aner (3 ; 7-12 ; 4 : 35 ~5
: 43 ; 6 : 31 -52 ; 6 53-56) Thus, we can state that Peter
confesses Jesus as theiosaner.
Jesus was depicted as the 1 divine man' (theios aner) in Mark's
community due to the fact that there was a delay in the parousia.
Jesus was seen as a divine man because he performed miracles. The
disciples who were Jesus representatives thought that they too were
'divine men'. By accepting this ideology of 'divine men', they by-
passed the cross and did not see or understand that, as disciples,
they had to experience the humiliation of sUffering. In terms of
Jesus teaching, it is wrong to indulge in pneumatic glory of life
as "divine men".
Mark postulates two christologies, viz. that of sUffering Messiah
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and Jesus the miracle worker - a 'divine man' (theios aner).
According to Weeden (1968) the disciples became representatives of
the 'divine man'- christology. It is against this practice which
he sets his own christology of the suffering Messiah. Mark
combines and reconciles these two christologies. This situation
existed in the Markan community because the people awaited the
parousia with intense eschatological expectation (13 : 30). During
the time of this tension the believers acted as "divine men" who
propagated a false theologia gloriae.
Chapter 13 is a warning against them.
The apocalyptic discourse in
It is especially 13 : 22,
i.e. Jesus' statement that false messiahs and prophets will come in
his name (13 : 22), which refers to the reality of this situation.
Mark counters them. Mark counters this false conception and
perception with a theologia crucis viz. that of the suffering
righteous Messiah.
We can identify Jesus' christological position in Mark on the basis
of the passion predictions and the passion narrative. Jesus'
authentication of his Messiahship in terms of suffering, is evident
from his explicit statements in this regard in 8 : 31, 9 : 31 and
10 33f. Peter's understanding of the Messiah is a negative one.
Re and the disciples could not comprehend the significance of a
suffering Messiah. The fact that Jesus is indeed the suffering
Messiah, reaches its climax in the crucifixion.
God revealed himself in the humiliation of the cross and not in
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glory as Jesus' disciple and the believers of the Markan community
had expected him to do. Therefore, there is tension between Jesus
as the suffering one and the miracles which were performed by the
"divine men". Thus the theios aner not only represented a "false
christology" but also elevated the human existence of disciples
(discipleship) above human rejection, failure and suffering (2 Cor
11:14) .
Perrin (1974 : 115) explains the Son of man's activity in terms of
three aspects: (a) his authority on earth (2 : 10 , 28)
(b) his apocalyptic authority at the final judgement (8 : 38 ; 13
: 26) and (c) the necessary suffering (8 : 31 ; 9 : 31 ; 10 : 33f).




139-140) viewpoint on the aspect of christology
"Mark's narrative about Jesus the Son of God deals with that
same Jesus who acted with authority, who could perform
miracles, but who as the suffering Messiah withdrew from the
conflict in his crucifixion and resurrection. On the literary
level we do not gain the impression that, with his mention of
Jesus' mighty acts alongside his strong emphasis on the
suffering Messiah, Mark intends to play off the two
christologies the one against the other. Rather, he depicts
the Jesus of the miracle stories and the Jesus of the passion
narrative as complementary. The Jesus of Mark's Gospel has
many faces. He is the Son of God, proclaimed from heaven who
must suffer. But he is also the Son of man, who acts
authoritatively on earth, who will act with the same authority
at the last judgement. Yet also the Son of man who has to
suffer and rise again. He is the Christ as well, but not the
Christ Peter supposes. These three visages simply depict the
variety of ways in which Mark sketches his christology in his
Gospel. Through his negative characterization of Jesus'
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opponents, including the disciples and the well-disposed
crowds Mark succeeds in bringing home to his readers the fact
that the Son of God, the Son of man, Jesus the Christ had to
suffer."
"True christology" is suffering christology. "True christology"
can only be demonstrated by one who "gi~es his life as a ransom for
many" (10: 45), one who is rejected and despised by many. There
is no doubt that the christology Jesus taught and fulfilled in his
own suffering and death was indeed the true christology.
5.2 True Discipleship opposed to False Discipleship
In Chapter four I have discussed discipleship in terms of the call
narrative, the fact of being with Jesus and in terms of following.
I have also argued that discipleship in Mark is a literary
correlative of the passion sayings. Before I begin my discussion
on true discipleship opposed to false discipleship, I must stress
two points. The one being in relation to true discipleship opposed
to false discipleship where much of the material discussed under
this point will overlap with my discussion on "true christology"
opposed to "false christology". The other is in relation to the
disciples who are seen as opponents which will not be discussed in
detail as an in depth research into this topic is too vast to be
dealt with in this dissertation.
Discipleship here, will be discussed in terms of theactant
analysis of narrative as applied to Mark by Vorster. Vorster
(1983 : 117) states that:
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"The main character in a narrative we call the protagonist,
with various other characters around him or ranged against
him. Those who oppose him are termed ' antagonists' or
'opponents', while the characters who support him are
helpers' .
According to Vorster, we can therefore state that Jesus being the
main character, is the protagonist. The disciples and those around
him can either be the antagonists or his helpers. The action of
the disciples will therefore determine whether they are antagonists
or helpers.
In the Gospel of Mark there are various obstacles that are
encountered by the actors which represents them as the opponents or
antagonists of Jesus. The misunderstandings of the disciples (8 :
29 ; 29 ; 32; 9 5 ; 34 ; 38 ; 10 13 ; 37), the Temple
officials' open opposition to Jesus (2 : 6f ; 16, 18, 24, 11 : 28
, 35), the misunderstandings of the crowd (11 : 9f) and the wrong
reactions to Jesus' preaching and 'showing' of the Kingdom of God
(1 : 24 ; 45; 3 :11) exemplify antagonism.
The disciples are portrayed as both antagonists and helpers. The
misunderstandings of Jesus' passion predictions and especially
Peter's rebuke of Jesus in 8 : 32 is a reflection of the fact that
the disciples did not expect Jesus to be a SUffering Christ. As
members of the Jewish nation, the disciples must have shared in the
hardships and exploitation brought about by Roman rule. It is
understandable that the most obvious interpretation of the
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significance of Jesus' ministry must have been in line with the
general expectation and hope that some kind of political liberator
will appear and that he will liberate Jews from Roman oppression.
The disciples are seen as helpers when they go out to proclaim the
kingdom (6 : 30-34). Other helpers can also be identified, namely
John the Baptist (1 : 7), the healed demoniac of Gerasa (5 : 20)
and the Prophet Isaiah (7 : 6b f). Judas Iscariot is portrayed as
both a disciple and a betrayer.
The point of the disciples' dual role i.e. being helpers as well as
antagonists serves as basis for my discussion of the "true
discipleship" opposed to "false discipleship".
The only way through which one will be able to distinguish between
Jesus' point of view and that of the disciples will be to look at
their contrasting perspectives on the identity of the Christ.
There is no problem with identifying Jesus' christological
position. It is clearly depicted in the,passion predictions and
passion narrative which reach a climax in the crucifixion.
In 8 : 21 we read of the disciples' inability to understand. In
spite of all Jesus' teaching and the demonstration of his authority
through the miracles, they are still unable to identify Jesus as
the Messiah. When Peter confesses Jesus as Christ in 8 29f, the
surface impression is that he knows who Jesus is and gives the
right answer. The Messiah that Peter confesses, however is a
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false one. Peters' answer depicts a shift in the understanding of
the disciples, namely that it "shifts from imperceptivity to
misconception" (Weeden: 1968, 65) .. Peter's concept of Jesus
being the Messiah is not the same as the suffering Messiahship
which Jesus proclaims and adheres to. As disciples they do not
accept Jesus as the suffering Messiah nor are they willing to
commit themselves to the suffering which is expected of a true
disciple (9 : 33-35 ; 10 : 23-31 ; 35-43).
Weeden (1968 67) suggests that if the disciples hold onto a
theios aner christology then their discipleship is also theios aner
orientated. A number of textual references found in the Gospel of
Mark gives evidence to this suggestion.
1. In the first half of the Gospel, the diciples are commissioned
by the theios aner with the exousia (authority) to cast out
demons and heal the sick (3 : 14f ; 6 : 7, 13).
2. The disciples are taught secretly by Jesus (4 : 10-12,; 33f;
7 17ff) in the same way a theios aner teaches his
confidants.
3. The disciples' theios aner attitude towards discipleship is
evident from the following: in 9 : 33 -7 the question about
"who is the greatest?", the unwillingness of the disciples to
recognize followers who do not imitate them (9 : 38-41), the
fact that they reject children (10 : 13-16) and the request
for the position of honour by James and John (10 : 35~45) all
reflect a perspective in which exclusivity plays a major role.
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This is reminiscent of the attitude of followers of the theios
aner.
The above three suggestions by Weeden (1968) depicts the disciples'
concept of dicipleship as false. The disciples were more concerned
with rank and position, glory and honour and being superior over
companions than with the qualities of suffering discipleship as
proclaimed by Jesus.
According to Jesus' perspective, true discipleship consists of
disciples who answer to Jesus' call of suffering (8 : 34-37 ; 9 :
35-37 ; 42; 10 : 13-16 ; 23-31 42-45 ; 13 : 9 -13) i.e. those who
understand the significance of suffering Messiahship (8 : 31 ; 9 :
30f ; 10 : 33-34).
True discipleship means being content with humiliation (8 : 32 ; 14
66-71) and a disregard of self-importance and greatness over
others (9 : 38ff ; 10 : 35ff).
The climax of "false discipleship" is highligted in 14 : 10ff when
Judas plans to betray Jesus. Here, the disciples are not only
depicted as the ones who misunderstood Jesus but also as the ones
who dissociated themselves from him and rejected him. At
Gethsemane Peter, James and John fall asleep (14 : 32-42). Judas
betrays Jesus (14 43-46), the rest abandon him (14 : 50) and
Peter denies him (14 : 66-72).
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True discipleship will therefore mean that a disciple will not only
listen and accept Jesus' teaching and authority but also that a
disciple must be willing to imitate Jesus. The true disciple has
to walk after Jesus even to the very end of the road of suffering.
To conclude the discussion of the contradiction between "false
discipleship" and lltrue discipleship" ,one can state that those who
oppose the suffering righteous Messiah will most naturally
exemplify a "false discipleship". While it is true that the
disciples act as both antagonists as well as helpers of Jesus in
the Markan narrative it is evident that Mark focusses on the
antagonistic aspect in order to emphasise Jesus' teaching on the
true nature of discipleship.
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CHAPTER S I X
6. CONCLUSION
In Mark's proclamation of the importance and significance of
discipleship, the verb akolouthein i.e. 'to follow' (Jesus) plays
a very important role (8 34) . Following Jesus means that a
person is able to escape from the hard yoke of his own world i.e.
man-made laws in order to live in submission to the yoke of Jesus
(8 : 36). This type of discipleship i.e. where the disciple is
willing to loose his life for the sake of Jesus and the Gospel (8
35), is the only way to a saved life. This entails that
following Jesus signifies a liberation of this worldly aspirations
which is empty of the ethics of Jesus' teachings. In the
contingent South African context, true discipleship will liberate
people from all man-made dogmas, from oppression, from anxiety,
burdens and all forms of torture that afflicts the conscience or
cause physical suffering. Perfect liberty and fellowship is
achieved when one adheres to Jesus' "call to discipleship". A
person's burden will become light when he adheres to Jesus' command
to follow single-mindedly. To adhere to Jesus' command, however,
is not easy. It demands a willingness to loose everything. Those
who resist him will find his yoke to be hard. Those who follow,
will find that his way of discipleship is the only way to life.
The believer who is willing to follow Jesus in this manner, will
find that he does not only command but also gives the strength to
persevere, and that with determination.
To those who answer to the call of discipleship, to follow Jesus is
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a long and narrow way. It is the way of suffering and rejection,
even though righteous. It is, however, also the way of joy and
peace because it is founded in his boundless mercy and
unconditional love.
In this dissertation we concentrated our research on Mk 8 : 22 -
10 : 52. In chapter three I have identified a regular repetitive
pattern viz. that of prediction and fulfillment. In the Markan
narrative, Jesus' intentions and predictions come to pass despite
the misunderstandings and opposition of the disciples and the
temple officials.
In this dissertation, the methodology discussed in chapter two has
been applied to Mk 8 22-10 : 52. I have explicated Mark 8 :.22-
10 : 52 in terms of a theoretically-founded framework. Specific
references have been made to linguistic analysis, literary analysis
and structuring principles of prose composition. The methodology
has been applied to various aspects of discipleship.
A structural analysis of Mark 8 : 22 - 10 :52 was discussed and
thereafter interpreted in terms of Linguistic and Literary
analysis. The pericope demarcation of this section was discussed
as follows:
Al The healing of the Blind Man at Bethsaida
B Two questions and two answers
Cl First Passion Announcement
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D Transfiguration
E Healing of a Boy with an Evil Spirit
C2 Second Passion Announcement
C3 Third Passion Announcement
A2 The healing of Blind Bartimaeus.
Pericopes Cl, D, E, C2 and C3 were further divided into subsections
which contained further misunderstandings and corrective teachings.
This shows the extent to which Jesus tried to show the way of the
suffering Messiah and what implication this had on discipleship.
The earthly expectations of the disciples blinded them spiritually.
This section was framed (Kelber 1979 : 44) by pericope A1 and A2.
Both pericope have double meaning. Pericope A1 was a two stage
healing which allegorized the blindness of the disciples. In
pericope A2, Bartimaeus although he was blind he was still able to
see the truth that Jesus was the "Son of David". Here, the crowd
silences Bartimaeus and not Jesus. Thus we can state that at this
point Jesus identity was to be made known. The crowd is now blind
to this identification.
An analysis of the metaphorical language of the Son of man and
Kingdom of God was discussed. The Son of man was used as the basis
of discussion for the interpretation of'the passion sayings. The
Son of man was used as a Messianic title. The Son of man is also
a metaphorical term and therefore the "proper term" (Brooke-Rose
1958 9) of the vehicle was identified. Jesus is the "proper
term" for the title Son of man. The second metaphorical term i.e.
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Kingdom of God was discussed in relation to some examples taken
from Mark 4. Here, the examples showed how the Kingdom functioned
as a metaphor. The Kingdom is the rule of God and was discussed as
tenor A.
The passion predictions and corrective teachings were the main
points of discussion in foregrounding as extra-patterning.
Parallels drawn between the passion predictions show that they are
synonymous parallels. In the corrective teachings the faithfulness
of the disciples is explicated as tenor B. The parallels
correlated here, show that the corrective teachings are chiastic
and antithetical parallelism. Thus, our earthly values and
standards are not necessarily the requirements for being "true
disciples".
In the structuring principles of prose composition additive events,
correlative events, allegorising of main events and contrastive
events were discussed. This discussion shows the techniques used
by the evangelist to depict the qualities a "true disciple!! should
possess.
The "true christology" forms the basis for the descriptive analysis
of "true discipleship". The depiction of Jesus as a theios aner
forms the basis of the discussion on "false discipleship".
In chapter four "the call to discipleship" was addressed to the
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disciples. The disciples were· summoned to turn their backs on
their existing way of life. They had to become attached to Jesus
in a totally new situation of obedience and service. (1: 16ff ;
2 : 13; 14; 3 : 13ff). The secret of Jesus' suffering in spite of
his righteousness, viz. that it was God's will and that he did it
as part of the divine plan (8 : 31 ; 9 ; 31 ; 10 : 33-34) was
revealed only to the disciples. This was not a formula but it was
an aspect which had to be learned and repeated. Although the
disciples followed Jesus and listened to his teachings, they did
not comprehend the full significance of Jesus' mission. Mark uses
this structural principal in order to get his message across: the
follower of Jesus has to accept the way of life Jesus teaches. The
disciple must follow in obedience to his mission. Thus,
discipleship was and is the way of suffering even though righteous.
A true disciple is willing to take up his cross to bear his
sufferings and even to loose his life for the sake of the kingdom.
A true disciple, first and foremost, strives to live under the rule
of God, despite suffering. In his suffering, a disciple is made
righteous.
In the Gospel of Mark, the christological theme runs through the
Gospel from the beginning (1 : 1) to the declaration of the Roman
centurion (15 : 39). The theme promotes the majesty and power of
Jesus Christ as Son of God. Taylor (1966) states that: "Beyond
question, this title [Son of God] represents the most fundamental
element in Mark's christology". This is so because it signifies
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the special relationship between Jesus and God: Jesus is the
authoritative representative of God. The confession of the
centurion in 15 : 39 is a sure sign of the fact that a "heathen"
recognizes Jesus for who and what he is while not the Jewish
authorities and not even his own disciples clearly understood his
mission. (See Pesch 1977 : 499f for a different view) .
Peter's confession in 8 : 29 was used as the basis of discussion of
the 'true christology' as opposed to the 'false christology' in
the Markan community. Peter, like the demons (1 : 24 ; 5 : 7), had
to be silenced because he tried to lure Jesus away from the road of
suffering. Peter's confession is based on terms of earthly power
and lordship. Jesus opposes the views and expectations of his
disciples and reinterprets it in terms of the suffering Son of·man.
As suffering righteous one, he teaches the disciples how to live
under the rule of God. It is also as suffering righteous one that
Mark presents him as the eschatological judge of the world.
In conclusion to this analysis of discipleship in Mk 8 ; 22 -
10 52 the question which arises concerns the implications of
these aspects of discipleship in the current South African context.
How can we apply the Markan teachings on discipleship to our
present context? In order to answer these questions one has to
identify what can be termed the "Markan ethics of discipleship".
This will integrate the results of this study and also form the
basis of a few guidelines for the demands of "Discipleship in South
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Africa today".
6.1 Markan Ethics of Discipleship
The most prominent feature of Mark's teachings on discipleship is
that it is narrated in a conflict situation. Jesus' teachings on
discipleship is set against the misunderstanding and blindness of
the disciples. The expectation of the reader is that the disciples
are always with Jesus. They witness his authoritative acts (the
miracles) and listen to his authorative teachings. The reader
expects that the disciples will have faith and understanding. They
will know who Jesus really is. The opposite, however, happens.
The disciples do not have faith, they do not understand and they do
not know who Jesus is. As representative of the disciples, Peter
rebukes Jesus. They constantly fail to assist Jesus. Markan
ethics, therefore, is based on a basic proposition, viz.: although
discipleship and failure to comprehend the full significance of the
Christ event are not mutually exclusive concepts, to follow Jesus,
requires absolute commitment to Jesus.
Discipleship is experienced as a divine calling. A person who is
called to be a disciple of Jesus will experience this calling
personally. A disciple is not a person from any particular
background. Jesus selects anybody to become his disciple. When
Jesus called the "twelve" he did not stand at the entrance to the
synagogue and select them. As he walked on the sea shore, he
called them (1 : 16f ; 2 : 23f). When Jesus called his disciples,
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they immediately followed him. Therefore, the most important
feature of the divine calling of discipleship is that people from
all walks of life are included and the unconditional and immediate
response of following Jesus which this divine calling evokes.
Schrage (1988
follows:
47 -4 8) expresses the ethics of discipleship as
"Those who Jesus calls do not become "disciples" by their own
free will and choice, but by virtue of the word that evokes
discipleship and calls others to itself .
... In the case of Jesus, discipleship is not just a stage,
which may be interrupted by a change of teachers or come to an
end when the disciple becomes a teacher. Discipleship is
rather adherence to Jesus and his cause based on the presence
of the Kingdom of God. The crucial point is that it
represents the interests of the Kingdom - not adherence to the
law and its interpretation, not devotion to an idea or a
tradition represented by a teacher, or respect for a teacher's
wisdom and interpretative ability. Jesus' call to
discipleship can be understood only on the basis of his unique
authority to proclaim the Kingdom of God. For this reason
alone it takes precedence over all other earthly t~es,
traditions and authorities.
Markan ethics of discipleship also recognizes the humanness of~the
disciple. The disciple is not a perfect being who never doubts.
The disciple bases his trust, obedience and perseverance on the
divine calling, "come follow me" (Mk 1 : 17 ; 2 : 14 etc.). It is
only through trust and obedience that faith arises: Peacock (1978
: 561-2) expresses Markan ethics in terms of faith and discipleship
as follows:
"Although discipleship is initiated by the divine will and
demands a response that involves a radical break with the
past, it does not eliminate for the disciple the ambiguity of
life. always lived in faith and in doubt. The cry· of the
angulshed father of the boy with an evil spirit may serve to
character~ze this sense of discipleship in Mark, "I believe
help me wlth my unbelieve" (9: 24). The break with the past
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has to be made, but somehow the past always seems to spill
over into the present. The high moment of dedication and
commitment to following Jesus and being his disciple does not
automatically eliminate the old ways of thought, the old views
about God, wrong evaluations about what is important in this
world, in short, discipleship does not protect from the
sinfulness of the past. The failure of doubt, uncertainty
fear, lack of faith, and all the rest are still present with
the disciples. To follow Jesus does not mean perfection. I~
means that the disciple is accepted as he is in spite of the
fact that he remains painfully aware of his own failings. The
good news is not so much that God saves as that he saves men
as they are. Jesus accepts disciples as they are. He does
not call saints to be his disciples; the fishermen and tax
gatherers are called to be with him, to grow under this
teaching and to depend on him for help, in order that they may
serve him with what they are. Sainthood can be left to
others; it is not to be equated with discipleship".
Discipleship is a challenge of the present and future. Disciples
who follow Jesus must follow him now and serve him now. The
challenge of discipleship does not only require the correct
knowledge of who Jesus is but also that the disciple is willing to
follow Jesus, i.e. to live according to his teachings, even when it
entails suffering.
suffering of Jesus.
A disciple must identify with the death and
Disciples who are called to follow, must be willing to "take up
their cross" (8 : 34). Schrage (1988 : 51) states that these words
(i.e. 8 : 34):
"are addressed primarily to those who follow Jesus in the
narrower sense: ... These words which were later interpreted
in the light of the crucifixion must not be understood as
referring to the cross as a form of execution, as though Jesus
were predicting his crucifixion. They do not present the
cross as requiring an ethics of martyrdom in imitation of
Jesus, specifically a readiness to die a martyrs death on the
cross".
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The disciples must be willing to live a committed life and to carry
this cross daily. It does not, however, mean that the disciple
must look for martyrdom. The life and grace that God gives in the
situations of suffering will assist the disciple to overcome the
challenges he will encounter in the future. Markan ethics stresses
the loss of self-in the identification with the death and life--of-
Jesus. Schweizer (1978 : 392) expresses the denying of oneself as
follows:-
"Denying of oneself is not the same as expressing everything
which would make us happy, and taking up one's cross is not
the same as bearing all kinds of aches and problems. In
14 : 71-72 Peter "denies" Jesus by declaripg: "I do not know
him". Taking up one's cross describes the moment in which the
convict knows that all possibilities of appeal or clemency are
exhausted and that this is now his end. Following Jesus
leads, therefore, according to this verse to a life in which
he becomes so important that our ego comes to it's end, as far
as it is not directed towards him, and receives from him a
value and an importance that surpasses all previous value'and
importance."
Markan ethics spells out the consequences for a person which is
still bound to material things. Jesus' disciples must abandon the
things of this world rather than losing the life he provides (Mk8
: 36). This is the road of suffering which the disciple walks. In
the end he is made righteous. For Mark, disciples must not
emphasise greatness (Mk 10 : 33). Jesus acknowledges the fact that
the disciple has to find his identity. But Jesus says that: "in
order to be great you have to become a servant of all" (9: 35).
Disciples are expected to be servants of their fellow man. He must
be last, giving Jesus priority in his life. Thus we can say that
losing one's life, being a servant of all and being last is
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suffering in itself. But it is a suffering which causes life, i.e.
as defi0ed and willed by God : -better ways of existence of others
and not only for self. In terms of the positive results that this
way of life has for the present and the future (even into eternity)
cannot be valued in terms of money or greatness.
Discipleship means that the disciple has Jesus as his personal
companion. Jesus not only points the way but becomes the way (John
1 : 14). Disciples who have a personal relationship with Jesus
will not be stumbling blocks to others (9 42ff). They accept and
assist everyone and anyone unconditionally. They have no authority
to reject anyone but must be prepared to be rejected by others even
as Jesus was rejected.
A very prominent feature of Markan ethics is that human suffering
cannot be equated to Jesus' suffering. In suffering
unrighteousness, Jesus is vindicated as the Suffering Righteous
One. As disciples of Jesus in today's world, the sufferings
humani ty experiences correlates with the suffering he endured.
This idea has pastoral significance in that disciples in suffering
can count on the assistance, grace, love and help of Jesus. He
"understands" because he suffered· unto death. He "helps" because
he has overcome all evil, even death! And the disciple can ground
his life on these factors.
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6.2 Discipleship in South Africa
"To see reality in our time is to see the world as crucifixion"
(Douglass 1973 3). Our age is defined by a great variety of
events we experience daily. The negative and degrading experiences
one encounters daily, play a formative role in terms of one's
personality and character.
A disciple in today's world is a person with a .conscience. A
disciple has to tolerate the morally intolerable which can
eventually lead to the loss of life. If the disciple fails to
acknowledge and tolerate the intolerable then he will only add more
suffering and contribute to a further dehumanization of the world.
The disciple has to perceive what the teachings of Jesus entail and
act in accordance with God's will with all his strength. The
disciple's response to crises of suffering is a vision and a way of
life which is shared with Jesus. In this manner he is able to meet
the world with acts of love and acts of transformation. The
practise of love by the disciple creates a new meaning of the term
"a new heaven and a new earth Tr • If the disciple does not rise up
to these expectations then he is unfaithful to the suffering but
righteous family of God.
There is an interaction of two forces in this world viz. violence
and suffering with which the disciple must reckon with. Passive
suffering because of violence is voluntary suffering. Passive
resistance in suffering i.e. in order to erase injustice by non-
encounters.
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violent means, is a method which can be used by a disciple. By
equipping oneself with and by practicing love and truth within the
situation of suffering one is able to overcome the suffering one
In the suffering situation one can radiate love in
abundance and this has power to transform the oppressors.
People who physically bear and practice this form of discipleship,
that is, to suffer with love and in truth is a man such as
Bo~hoeffer (1906-1945). In what follows, I will make a few remarks
on the significance of his teachings in terms of suffering.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer was a German and lived in the time of the Nazi
regime. Parallels can be seen between the socio-political
situation of Germany (1939-1945) and the present situation in South
Africa. The way that discipleship was practiced in Germany can
also serve as a guideline for discipleship in the current South
African context. Boesak (1979 : 267) states the following:
" ... What is good for the situation in Germany as discovered
by a good German Reformed theologian is good also for the
situation in North America and therefore good also fo'r the
situation in South Africa".
Bonhoeffer taught and practiced discipleship in direct response to
the exploitation and injustices the Nazi regime inflicted on its
citizens. He spoke of God meaningfully to secular man and thus
acted on the faith that conscience can and must seek out the will
of God. God has to be present in the political life today. He has
to be present in the situation where man is suffering injustice.
If God is not present, then he is "dead to man's conscience because
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the decisions or lack of them which bring life and death to the
majority of mankind now takes· place in the realm of politics"
(Douglass 1973 : 32).
Bonhoeffer believed that it was not the omnipotence of Christ which
assists man in his suffering but that it is through the weakness
and suffering of Christ that God assists us. This is the
difference between Christianity and all other religions.
Bonhoeffer believed that Germany could have been liberated by non-
violent action. Thus he refused to join the army.
"'I shall pray to Christ to give me the power not to take up
arms'. In June 1939, American friends got him out of Germany .
... he had to return to his country ... Bonhoeffer's heart
belonged to his oppressed and persecuted christians in Germany
and that he would not desert them at a time when they needed
him most" (See the introduction of Cost of Discipleship
Bonhoeffer 1980 : 13).
Bonhoeffer was willing to sacrifice his all. He wanted to be part
of christian life in Germany during the war, even if it meant.
death. He did not want to wait till after the war. Faith and love
0;
for God was the guiding force for all that he worked and suffered
for. His vision was grounded on persistency of purpose, love for
suffering humanity and for truth, justice and goodness. This
vision, for Bonhoeffer, comprised the only way t~ live in absolute
obedience to God. Only when one lives in this way can the
individual christian and also humanity, be really free.
"If christian teaching does not guide us in the use of freedom
and God is denied all obligations and responsibilities that
are sacred and binding on man then the teachings of Christ are
undermined. A Christian has then no choice but to act, to
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suffer and - if it has to be - to die"
(See the introduction of Cost of Discipleship Bonhoeffer 1980
: 18).
Bonhoeffer's teachings on discipleship was that it is not enough to
follow Christ by preaching, teaching and writing. He called for
christian action and self-sacrifice. Disciples today should not
consider themselves to be self-righteous and complacent. For
Bonhoeffer self-righteousness and complacency were great sins
against the Holy Spirit. An ambitious disciple (James and John in
10 : 35ff were ambitious) is a vain disciple and thus he considered
ambition and vanity as the start of the road to hell.
Bonhoeffer's writings viz. the Cost of Discipleship (1980) states
that discipleship is costly. Disciples who surrender their lives
to Christ do so in union with his death. When disciples give their
lives over to Christ they give their lives over to death. "Take up
your cross and follow me" (8 38) . It is not the end Qf our
lives but rather a new beginning of communion with Christ. When
Christ calls us to be disciples, he bids him to come and die to
self (8 : 38). Suffering is the sign of a true disciple.
An example of the individual who was not prepared to let the "old
man" die is the rich man. Jesus' summons to the rich man (10 : 17-
31) was a calling for him to die. This rich man assumed that in
order to follow Jesus he had to keep the law. But this was not so.
Here, Jesus calls him to sell all his earthly riches and only then
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will he be able to follow. He was not prepared to unload his camel
and thus he could not follow.. The eye of needle is a narrow
enterance in Jerusalem. If a merchant wanted to gain access
through this enterance he had to unload his camel and then only
will the camel be able to go through this enterance.
The metaphoric use of this expression means that the person who
follows Jesus leaves the "old man" behind and thus once on the
other side becomes a new person in Jesus. The rich man was not
dead to his will, was not prepared to submit to the will of God and
therefore he was not able to follow.The rich man is an example of
Jesus' teaching in 8: 36 "What good is it for a man to gain the
whole world, yet forfeit his soul."
Disciples have to overcome temptations everyday and everyday he has
to suffer anew for Christ's sake. Disciples have to possess a
forgiving spirit. When one follows Christ one is also called to
share in the work of forgiving men of their sins. Bonhoeffer (1980
•
: 80) states that "Forgiveness is the Christlike suffering which it
is the christian's duty to bear".
Bonhoeffer (1980) also states that this grace is costly. Costly
Grace means that a man will gladly give his riches to the poor. If
~ eye causes him to stumble (9 : 47) he will pluck it out. It is
through grace that the disciples are able to leave their nets and
families (1 ': 17 and 10 : 28) to follow Jesus. Bonhoeffer
(1980 : 37) describes costly grace as:
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"the Gospel which must be sought again and again, the gift
must be asked for, the door at which a man must knock".
Such grace is costly because it calls us to follow, and it is
grace because it calls us to follow Jesus Christ. It is
costly because it cost a man his life, and it is grace because
it gives a man the only true life. It is costly because it
condemns sin, and grace because it justifies the sinner.
Above all, it is costly because it cost God the life of his
Son: 'Ye were bought at a price' and what has cost God much
cannot be cheap for us. Above all, it is grace because God
did not reckon his Son too dear a price to pay for our life,
but delivered him up for us. Costly grace is the Incarnation
of God.
Costly grace is the sanctuary of God; it has to be protected
from the world, and not thrown to the dogs. It is therefore
the living word, the word of God, which speaks as it pleases
him. Costly grace confronts us as a gracious call to follow
Jesus, it comes as a word of forgiveness to the broken spirit
and the contrite heart. Grace is costly because it compels a
man to submit to the yoke of Christ and to follow him: it is
grace because Jesus says: 'My yoke is easy and my burden is
light."
A summary of Bonhoeffer's teaching on discipleship is as follows:
disciples cannot be self-righteous complacent, ambitious and vain;
suffering is a sign of true discipleship whereby the individual
dies to the "old man", the overcoming of temptations and the
forgiveness of sin. Bonhoeffer (1980 : 38) states that grace and
discipleship are inseparable. Therefore grace and discipleship is
costly.
In South Africa, today, we can indeed practice Bonhoeffer's
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in 1.3) as it will be inadequate.
However, belng a disciple in South Africa, today, is a difficult
challenge. If the pigmentation of one's skin classifies you as not
being of a "superior" colour then one has to succumb to the way of
involuntary suffering. Suffering has to be in the form of self-
sacrifice. Even the Christians who are of "superior" pigmentation
but who walk on the way of discipleship, walk the way of suffering
and rejection.
Apartheid is irreconcilable with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. This
fact however, does not give us the authority to change the " system
by means of viol~nce and to bring about more suffering". Let us
therefore, as disGiples of Ch~ist, follow Christ and Bonhoeffer as
our examples of "true suffering disciples" in bringing about
peaceful change in South Africa. While negotiating for a peaceful,
non-violent change in South Africa, let us not forget our duty in
•
being "true disciples" for Christ. Let us make our prayers to be
in one accord with that of humiliation and humbleness. Let us take
up our crosses daily and follow Him. It is He alone who can give
us the strength to change the unchangeable.
, .
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In unison with Bonhoeffer (Introduction to Cost o{ Discipleship
1980 :.32) I conclude:
"May God grant us joy as we strive earnestly to follow the way
of discipleship. May we be enabled to say 'No' to sin and
'Yes' to the sinner. May we withstand our foes, and yet hold
out to them the Word of the Gospel which woes and wins the
souls of men. 'Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and
learn of me, for I am weak and lowly in heart: and ye shall
find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden
is light' (Mt. 11.: 28ff)".
















t~ Kat;PXovTat Eil) B7J8aai.·Sav.
• .J,.' • - J..\'Kat 'f'EfJOUUtV aurcp ru<p"ov
, ~ \".. ". ,- ••1.....",KUt TTapaKU/\0IlUtV aurov LVU aurou a't'"rat.
t3 Kai f1TLAaf3o~EVOI) rijl) xupdl) rou ru~"ou f(lJVfYKEV aVTov ;tw rij,
\ I »\ 11 t"..
Kat TTTUOal) ELl) ra ofLJlara aurov,
• 8' ,... ,-, I "ETTL lLI) Tal) XlLpaS aurcp, ETT1Jpwra avrov,
Ei TI f1MTTUI);
, ,. Q\ './, "\'t-t Kat ava,.,IlE''f'al) lllEYlV,
B\ ' ,. iJ 'IlfTTW rouS avupwTToVS,
on tOl) 8£vSpa opw TTlpmarouvTUS.
I .' \ • 'iJ ' ~ •• , ·.J,.iJ \ • • -25 E ra TTU/\tV ETTEU7JKEV Tal) xupas fTTt rovs o'f'ual\fLoul) aurou J
. Kat Stif1'\E«pEV,
:Kui aTTEKa,ior1]'
Kai £vE{1Al1T£V r~Aavywl) ciTTavta.
I .
26 ,., \ •• • t • - \ ': Kat aTTEUTUIlEV avrov EH' 0 KOV aurov I\£YWV,























Petei's Declaration about Jesus (Mark 8: 27-30)
K ' 't - \ LJ • '/ - ' ,. l) , , -, , I LP I - '"", \ I~7 al (\. l/l\vtV 0 TlOOVS' Kat Ot fLO-~TJTal ntrrOv (tS' TaS' KWJA.US' naloupuuS' TTJS' V"tl\t7T7TOV'
KU; f~ rfi Obtfi f7T7JpWTa TOlls- I-'-n(}TJTOS n.&rov ,\/ywv alhoiS'.
Tiva 1-'-( >.lyOOOtV 0; .QV8PW7T0_t (rvat;
IL ~
'2S 0; _bf (l7Tav a&rfjJ MYOVTfS' [on r
'/ . I 'Q 'waYVTJv TOV pU7TTt0TTJV,
Ka; IDot, 'H>Jav,
M>.0 1 Of on fCS' T(V~ TrpOc/>TJTWV.
9 ' , " , "2 Kat aUTOS' (TrYJpWTU atrrovS',
'y . ~" \' lfLllS' o£ Ttva I-'-f I\t"Y£Tl £ vat;
· 8' 'n' \' .-a7TOKpt €IS' 0 £TpOS' I\£Yf't nVT~,
Lv £l 0 XptOTOS'.




3£ Kai TrappTJoif} TOV Aoyov fAaAfl.
KQi rrpoo'\a{30J-Lf~0S"0 n/Tpor; Qthov TJPtaTo fTrlTlJ-Lav aUTcp.
33 ' t", .J.. ' , 't' \ \ 0 \ ,-" n 1o Of f:TrLOTpa'f'US- Kal LOWV TOUr; J-La TJTa, aUTOU fTrfTlI-"TJO£V £TP~
\ \ 1
KQt I\fY£I.
W YTrayf: OTrLOW J-LOU, .EaTava, OTt OV cPPOVf i, Ta TOU OfOVa,u,a Ta. TWV avOpwrrwv.
:14 Kai TTPOOKaAWcIj.L£vor; TOV oX,\ov ouv Toi, J-Laf)TJTai, aVTov f:lrrH' alhoi,.
E " fJ 1\ " '\0 -, I Tlr; (/\fIOrrIOW ILOU fll fn',
, '£)" \aTrapl'TJoao W faUTOV
, t I , \,_
Kat aparw TOV OTaupov QUTOV
,. \ (} I
Kat QKOIIOU UTW J-L0I .•
35 oS" yap faV fJEArJ T~V .pux~v QVTOV oW<.rat orrO'\/O£l QUT7]V'
oS" S' av OTTo'\EOU T~V t/J~X~II QVTOV :.·£Kev [fJ.Loii KO) po TOU f:VQYY£'\LOU OWOfl aUT7]V.
:Jll TL yap WcP~'\fi avOpwrrov KfpoiioatTOV K60J.L0v o'\~v Kai {TJJ-LtwOijVQt r-ryv .puxi]v QVTOV;
3; Ti yap Soi all(}pwTTOs- avra,u,QYl-"a Tijr; .puxijs- QUTOU;
3H (1) yap fay ErraLoxuvOfj J-Lf KQi TOllS- fJ-LOUS- '\6yous-11 fV Tfj
YfVf~i TaUT!! ;'fj I.LOIXaALSt Kai opapTw'\cp,
\ ~ '\ - "f) ,'." 0 ' "Kat 0 VIOl) TOV av pwrrou fTralOXVV ryofTal QVTOV
• W\O' ,... t' / '... - ,,- \ 12 - )" ..... f'







Jesus Foretells His death and Resurrer.tion (Mark 8:31-9:1)
W f. ~ t: 1 ""Jp!, aTO OlOaOKUV QVTOlJS"
OTl Of i niv viov TO UavfJpWTrOV TTO,u,a rralJr'i~'
Kai QTrOOoKIl-"aofJijval imo TWVTrpfO{3UT/pWV Kai TWV apXLfp/WI' Kal'
Kai aTrOKTav(}ijl'QI
Kai ILfTa Tpf is- ~J-L/paS" avaorijvQI'
D,f:yf v Qlho i r; ..









































THE TRANSFIGURATION OF JESUS
., .....
aKOUfTf OVTOU.
, 't.' f3 \ .1. I '" t' , 't' -' \ \ , , 'j ~, 0".8 Kat f~aTTlva "Ept I\f'f'a/L£VOI OUKETl Ouoflla flOOV Ql\l\a 'TOV TJaouv fLovo ll /Lf favrwv.
H Kai KaTu{JalllollTWII OUTlVV EK TOU oPOUS' l>lfuu/AaTo
alhoiS' ivu fLTj(,fV' a flSov OITJy7juwvTul, fl p.Y] (huv 0 VIUC; TOU dVtJPW1TOU EK VEKpWV dVUOTfJ.
JO Ka, nJV AOyovEKPIJ.T1/uuv" TTp:'S' EauTouS''' UU'TJTOjj~HS' Tl iunv n) EK VEKpWV dv,wn/vu/,
I I KUt E1Tl/PWTWII aUToII AlyoVTf 0;,
·Un b A/youulv oi ypap.p.aui~·
on 'HAluv Sfi EAtJfiv'1TPWTOV;b
I ' • t" ".L .-:. 0 DE E'P1/ aUTOI~',
'H \ ' ''It, \ - • LJ' ,/\lUS' /LEV £I\(/WV TTpWTUV a1TUKUUIUTUVfl 1TtH'TU,
Kui 7TWS' Yfypa1TToI E1Ti n)1' uiov TU~ uvflpumol'
(VU TTU,uti 1TCltJn KU' ffuUOfVTJflfJ;'
I:J d,ud Alyw up.il'
on Kat 'HAlaS' iAT}AutJfV,
'" t .... 1If) 1 LJ \ ,
KUI f1TUI1/uav aVTtp OUO TJ fl\UV, KUUWC; Yfyp01TTUI
K ' ", It. _\ (:I' • 'I ~ 'n' "'}' a "'}'vvn2 al p.fTa TJJlfpaS' ~ 'FTapQ./\ap.pavEt 0 TJoovS' TOV ETPOV Kal TOV aKwpOV Kal 'TOV wa .. _,v,
" ..I. ' " ,. • .1- \ " , .~, ,Kal ava't'fpEt llVTOVS' flS' 0p0S' V'f"ll\oV KaT &aLav P.OVOVS'.
Kai P.fTfP.O~W(JTj EP.TTpoo8EV athwv.
, ,., ,~ • , '\ a· \ '\ ' r ..I.'" ~ ~ ,~ , • \ •3 KOI 'Ta lp.aTlll avrov fY£V£TOOTll\pOVTa I\£uka I\LaV 0 a yva't'fVS' fTTf 'TTjS' Y']S' ov ovvaTaL OUTWS' I\EVKavaL.
4 Kai wc/>0TJauToiS'. 'HMaS' aw MWVOfi.
Kai ~oav ov,ua,\oiivTfS' T(jJ ']Tjooii.·'
I .. " 0" n ' \ , ']'u KOI OTTOKPI £IS' ° fTpOS' I\fYEt. 'T~ TJooii,
'P f3 a' \ " ,. ~ ~ ra pi, Kal\OV fOTlY TJp.aS' WOf f vat.
Kai TTOL~OWP.fV TpfiS' aKTJVOS, aoi p.lav Kat Mwiiof i p./av Kat'HAlq.p.lav..
'6 ' , .~ ,. 0~
I DV· yap non Tt aTToKpl n.
e ..I. a ",fK't'0pOI yap fYfVOVTO.
7 Kat EY/V£TO IIrrp/,\TJ ;1TlO~lCl'OvoaaUToi,.
, t I .J..' \ , ;)1
Kal fYfllfTO 't'WVTJ fK '"is' V£rp/'\TjS' ~








































,.. \', ,\ \ l~ 11 \' \ \ \, \
14 RaL E.\8oVTES" 1TP0<; TOU<; J-LafJ71Ta<; E DOV OX"OV 1TO"VV 1Tt-pL aUTUU<;
Kai 'YpuJ-LJ-LaTEI<; uU{71TOvvTa<;' 1TPO<; Uli'TOV<;.
I · • 'H' - ,.. \ '\: • ,. 'e (-J R • LJiI KUt Ell U<; 1TU<; ° 0X"U<; IOOL'TE<; aUTOL' E~E lJ.ILpl/ITlIOUV.
, , 't, T ' I
KaL 1TpUOTpeXOVTE<; lI01TU",OL'TO aUTOV.
I ,· .,. "u KUL E1T1JPWTllon' aUTOl/S",
1" r .... .- • ,L OV~ liTE LTE 1TP0<; aUTOU<; •
.' ,
\ t ILJ t,.. r' .. III \ .
17 KUt a1TEKplU71 aVT<f EL<; EK TUU 0X"uu,:
.JLo;luKaAf, 7jvE'YKU TOV viov J-Lov 1TPO~' Of, (XOL'TU 7TVEUJ-LU UAU'\UV'
, • , , ,\ \'{3 f' , , /
I M Kat 01l0V fav aUTOV KaTa"u '!J P710O'EL aUTOV,
Kat rirPpl{U Kat Tp{{EL TO US" dSOVTaS"
• t •
Kal ~ llpalVf:.Tal'















43 J • J
t.3 J .2
43) • 3
1\1 oDt' OTrUKpd/tl<; athois- Myu,
9! \ \.. • I 'i....
~ YU'ta a1TIO'TO<;. fIJI, fTOTE fTpo<; UJ-LUS" tOop.al;
.. , ,#£ f ..
t wS" 1TOTE aVt .. opal VJ-LWL';





, , .t I\.O ' "
Kal fL'1Kfn ELaf/\ rJ~ ELS' aV'rov.
26 Kal Kpa(a~ Ka; TTO'\'\o. cnrapa(a~ f(iJAOfV'
\ " f' '. , \ \ \ \' • J'O . .KaL EyEvEro waEL VEKPO~,waTE TOV~ TrOI\l\OUS' /\Eyuv on aTTf aVEV•
. 27 0 SE t/'1aovr; Kpar~oa~ TiJ~ xupoS' 'auTov TJyELpEV aurov.
, , ,
KaL UVfOTTJ·
J 't \H ' t..." t' , 0 ' ,... , .~ I " t ,
~" Kal fLOE" OVTOS' aurov EL~ OLKOV OL fLa TJTaLaUTOU KaT IOLav ETTTJpwrwv aUTOV.
·0 .' - , 't t:'0 t Q \ -' "n TJfLf.I~ OUK TJOVVTJ '1IJ.fV fK,..,a"ELV auro;
29 Kal ElTTEV auro;s,
Touro TO yEVOS EV ouSEvi buvaraL £(fAOE iv fi J-L T] EV TTpoawxn3.
, ., ",., ,
:W Kal '1VEyKav aUTOV TrPO~ aVTOI'1"
, tt" t' , ... '0 ' , et'KilL lOWI' auroV TO TrVEUfLa EU v~ -OUI'EOTrUpU\, H' allTOI'.
, \"... ..... \1 ',J..'Y
Kill TrtOWV UTL T'1~ Y'J~ fKU"IETO a.,..pL.."WI'•
.1 ,., , , , ...
:! I KUI E1TT/pWTT]aEI' TOI' Trunpu aUTOU.
nooo~ XPOI'OS fOTll' W~ Toiho y/yol'tl' aurijJ;
o Of d1TEV.
•EK 1TaLlitoOEv'
) , \\ 1 "..., '''Q_\ ,. wt .. , \' t,
2~ KaL TrOl\l\aKLS' KaL EL~ TrUp aVTOV, E,..,UI\EV Kal ELS' voaTa Lva a1TO/\HTrJ aUTOI"
,\\,. t:'U"" f.I TL OUVrJ.
f3o~O'1aov ~J1;V oTTAayxvLa8Eis feP' rllJ.o.S'.
, t: ' '/ ~ r ,~23 0 ot '1aouS' E TTEvaUTLp,
To Ei fll;vn
, ~ ,... I





2 ' '0' 'e ' , - t:' I .... EU vS' Kpasar; 0 1TaT'1p TOU 1TawlOv E"EyEv,
flLOrtVw·
f3 '0 -"0'1 EL p,OU TrJ amanf!-.
~ \ f 'I ...." ,,, \ " ..., ...., n I \ 1 " ...
DE 0 '1aov~ on E1TLOVvrPEXELOX"OS' ETTEnlL'1OEV rLp 1TVEUltan TLp aKauaprLp "fYWV ~ IIrLp,










































30 KUKEiBEV E~E>.eCJIIT£) TTapeTTOpnJOVTo. Sla Tij) raAt Aala),
Kai OUK ';;fJE>'EV iva n) yvo i·
31 l8ioauKEv yap TOU) fLaOTJTa) aUTOV
. ,.,\ .....
KfH EI\EYEV aUTOl)
on '0 uio) TOU nvOpc':m:ov 'rrapaUOOTat £i) Xl (pa)
••'. J. ..... ),
Kat a7TOKTEVOUUtVaVTOV,
, • fJ ' , -, I • ,Kat aTToKTav ft) /-UTa TpEl) TJlupa) avaUTTJUCTUI.
, ~'t, " ....
I 3:? Ot OE TJYVOOUV TO PTJfLU,
\ '''' Q .... 't \ "Kat £.,...O/"OVVTO aUTOV E1T£pW Tijuat.













WHO IS THE GREATES!
J3 Koi ~'\OOJ' ~c'S" KarlmpvooUll.'
" ... " , " .,
KOC t'v T7J OCKCq. YfVOJl.f vOS" t'TrTJpWTO OVTOUS",
Ti'iJ' Tfj oF>«f! OCf>'oyi'~O(Jf;
34 0; Of EOulJ1TWV ,
f'fpor; a.A>.~'\ovr; yap oCf>.fXOTJCTaV Ev Tjj OS«f!4 Tir; J.l.fi'wv.
, ·0' ·'1' "., ~/c, -3i, KOC KO COor; fo/WVTJOfV TOUr; OWOfKO
, \,. . , .
KOC "fyfC OUTOCr;,
Ei Ttr; elAn f'fPWTOC; f (JlOC £OTOI f'faVTWJ' £OXOTO')
'\f3' t"" '" I ,-36 KOC /10 WV TTOWIOJ' fOTTJUfV OUTO fV Jl.f0<.p OllT4JI'
" \' "( ,-KOI fVOyKO"IU0Jl.fvor; OUTO f TTlI' OUTOI'),
,,~"O .... - .1 r' t' 't ,. - ", , ,
.,. ') ov El' TWV TOIOUTWV f'fOIOIWV Of~ TJTOI fTTI T<.p ovo/J.on jJ.OU, fjJ.f
'" • , , t:' ,.. ,~, t \ \ ' " 'A .L·


























:lk "EcPTJ aVT«f! <> ']wavVY)'),
At" . \ "t" ,~", , f3' \ \' t' '
LJW0!7Kallf, fW0J.l.fJ' TIVa EV T<.p OV0jJ.aTI OOU fK Q.l\/\OVTa oaljJ.ovca,
\ , " , , '. "A'D rKOI fKWIIV0jJ.fV QVTOV, OTt OVK TJKO OVUfl TJJl.ivl>.
3\1 0 SE '!TJuov') f(TTfV,
M ' \ , "TJ KW/lUfTf OUTOV, .
.. t' \ ,', " , t: , ,,\ - )" ,~, '\ .. ,
OUOfl') yop fUTtV 0') f'fOITJOEI OVVOfLlV ETTI Tlf OVOJl.OTl Jl.ov KOI Ot:JVT}0ETOI. T.OXU KOKOI\OYT/UOI fLE
f' " , . rI 0' f - f' , ,.. ,-tu 0') yap OUK EUTtV KO TJfLwv, VTTEp TJJl.wv fUTlV.
41 "Or; yap QV TTOTicrn vJl.OS TTOT~PIOV. VOOT()') Ell ovoj.l.on s
.. X· - ,on PIUTOU EUTf,
aj.l.T]v A/.yw vj.l.iv















T~l-!P_tA:rION~ J2=_ SIN .,CVjark9: 42-50)
L" \".. ~ \' • ~ - , - a L ) l '" ] 742 HalOS" av aKaVOal\lan fva TWV IJ,IKpWV TOVTWV TWV 1Tl T" VOVTWV £IS" EJ-Lf ,
'~a'\ov JaT~V ~Ihtfi pa..>J.ov El 1TfpIKHTal pv,\oe; O~lK(Js' 7Tfp' TOV TpaXT}'\ov aVTOV Kat
f3f.f3ATJTal Eie; -ri}v eaAaaaav.
K \ •\ ~. \ 'r .' , , .t. .'43 al Eav aKaVO(l./\l,:>rJ af 1) XHp aov, a7ToKoy.'OV aVTTJv'
KaAov £aTtv af KvAAov Eiaf'\OE'iv Eie; T~V "w~v ~ T<lS ovo Xf'ipae; ExovTa a7TfAOE'iv Eie;
\, ), - ,., Q tlV
TTJV Yffvvav, £le; TO 7TUP TO aafJEaTOV •
\ •\ • , . ~ - \ 'r • , .1. "45 KUl fav 0 7TOUe; aov oKavoUAl':>rJ .OE, a7TOKOepOV aVTOV'
.\' " • \Ll ~ , \ r \ \,.. \~, ,~.. Q\ iJ- , \ .,
K(l./\OV faTlV af ELafl\U£lV ue; TTJV ,:>W"TJv XWI\OV TJ TOV,> DUO 7Tooas- EXOVTa fJl\TJUTJval He; TTJV j'ffVVaJJ
4-' " \ • '.Le· \ J . ~ \'r ' .. 13' - \ .,/ KUI Eav 0 O'f' (l./\ILOC; aov aKaVOal\l,:>T! af,EK Ul\f aUTOV'
KaAol' af. (aTLV J-LOvo~(JaApOYEioEMh'iv Eie; T~V' f3aal'\f.tUY TOU (JWU 1j ov~ o~eaApove;
EXOVTa f3ATJ{}ijva I Eis- T~V ylEvvav, 4 ~. 07TOV I, (J)(WAY)~ Q\hwv ou 'T£A£\J"tCf )(a1 "to 7tOp ou a~(vv\J"tal
4U 1Tue; yap TTUp;' a.'\We~aETal'Z.
50 KaAov TO nAae;'
t \ ~, '.!'\ lit _ \ , "'t " ,
. £flY DE TO Ul\ae; avUl\OV yCVTjTal, £V TtVl aVTO apTUOETE;
'ExerE £v (aUTo'ie; aAa,
\ ,. , ,,:}:\~\_.






JESUS TEACHES ABOUT DIVORCE ~rk 10: 1-12)
'ETI'(TPftffV MwvaTjl) ~l~A(O" anOOTao(ou ypal.Jlal )Cat anoAUOCIl..
o <> SE 'IT]oovs- flTl'fV cl ,iTo il) ,
J7pOl) T~V UK'\T]poKapSiav VfLwV ;ypac/Jfl' VILiv T~V (VTO'\~V Tath1]v.
6 U7TO SE upXT}l) KTiafWl) cipOE" )cQt9Y)AU lno(YjoE\I aUTou~3.
7 l"EXE" TOUTOU XaTQAdl.JlEl a"9pwno~ TO" naTlpa aUTOU xa1 TY)\I J1YjTlpa
Ixat npouxOAAYj9~oETalnpo~ TY)\I yuvaixa aUTOU J~,
~ xat laoVTal 01 Mo d~ aapxa JLlav'
w· ",\ c' !\\\' 'tWOTf OVKfT& flalV ovo UAl\a jLla oape".
.. ~ 'n' 'r t .. () , r It 0 ovv 0 UfOS- aVVl",fVe" lV av PW7TOl) jL1] XWpl",fTW.
, \ 1 I " ' () , , I , I .. I
((l Ka; £IS' T1]v,olKLav Tl'al\IV Ol JLa 1]Tal 7Tlpl TOVTOV E7T1]pWTWV aVTO~'.
J I Kat AlYfl aUToi."
"OS- av U7TO'\V017 rYjv ylJVaiKa aUTOV Kat yaJL~a17 U,\,\1]11 jLOlxciTal (7T' aUT17v,






















K \ J ~ll • ,.. ". ~ '] ..r' [ \ ] , 1al «Kf WfV ClvaC7Ta~ fPXfTCU fl~ Ta opla '"1~ Ot.Qulas- Kal frfpaV
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This dissertation ventures into afield where research is much
needed viz.the interpretation of discipleship in Mark 8:22-10:52
from a literary point of view. A brief discussion in the
introduction deals with the relevant research conducted in
Redactional Critical research on discipleship. Liberation
Theology and Black Theology forms the context for the discussion
. of the contextual understanding of the suffering righteous
disciple.
In this dissertation , a definition of theoretically-
founded exegesis is given. An explanation of the methodology of
linguistic analysis / literary analysis and the structuring
principles of prose composition are discussed and illustrated
with examples. The majority of the discussions centers around the
methodology of theoretically-founded exegesis and the application
of this methodology to Mark 8:22 -10:52.
In chapter three this methodology is applied to Mark 8: 22 -
10: 52. Thereafter it is used as the basis of discussion for the
interpretation of the above mentioned text. The significance of
the passion predictions (Mk 8:31; 9:31; 10:33-34) in correlation
with the "call to discipleship" (Mk 8:34\35; 9:35; 10:38\39) is
explicated in terms of the structuring principles of prose
composition. The main point of this research centers on the
significance of the metaphoric terms of Son of man and the
Kingdom of God in the passion predictions and their correlation
with the "call to discipleship".
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In chapter four / an explication of the passion sayings in Mark
8:31; :31 and 10:33-34 is discussed against the background of the
suffering Righteous One\Servant (Ps. 3/5/6/7/109/110/118/ amongst
others) on which Jesus possibly patterned His public ministry.
The themes of discipleship and christologyalso appear as
literary correlatives in Mark 8:22-10:52 which requires an
interpretation of the " true christology" as opposed to the
"false discipleship". Here / Peter/ s confession in 8 :29 "You are
the Christ" is the basis of discussion. The misconceptions on
which the false christology and false discipleship are based
on/ comprise the understanding of Jesus as just a theios
aner and a miracle worker.
